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}DC. EQUALITY IS THE ADMIMSTRATIOIT OF JUSTICE Aîffi LEGAL ASSISTANCE 

A. International provisions 

lo The International Bill of Human Sights incliides a number of provisions 
concerning equality in the administration of justice and related stipulations. 

(a) The Universal Declaration of Human Rights contains several provisions 
dealing with aspects of equality in the administration of justice which should all 
be read together s 

Article 7 

. All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to 
equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any 
discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such 
discrimination. 

Article 8 

Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national 
tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution 
or by law. 

Article 9 

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile. 

Article 10 

Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an 
independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and 
obligations and of any criminal charge against him. 

Article 11 

1. Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent 
until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the 
guarantees necessary for his defence. 

2. No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or 
omission which did not constitute a penal offence, \xndei' national or international 
law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed 
than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was committed. 

G3iese provisions are to be read together with the following; 

Article 2 

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this 
Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as.race, colour, sex, language, 
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth 
or other status. 

'Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, 
jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a 
person belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or under 
any other limitation of sovereignty. 

file:///xndei'
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Article 3 

Everyone has the right to life, liherty and security of person. 

... 

Article 3 

ÏÏO one shall be subjected to torture or to crtiel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or puaishment. 

Article 6 

Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law. 

(b^ The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights contains the 
follo\<ring relevant provisions; 

Article I4 

1 . All persons shall be equal before the coorts and tribunals. In the 
determination of any criminal charge against him, or of his rights and obligations 
in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing by a 
competent, independent and impartial tribmal established by law. The Pross and 
the public may be excluded from all or part of a trial for reasons of morals, 
public order (ordre public) or national security in a democratic society, or 
when the interest of the private lives of the parties so requires, or to the 
extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the couxt in special circumstances 
where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice 5 but any judgement 
rendered in a criminal case or in a suit at law shall be made public except where 
the interest of juvenile persons other^ise reqiiires or the proceedings concern 
matrimonial disputes of the giardianship of children, 

2. Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall have the right to be 
presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law, 

3. In the determination of any criminal charge against him, everyone shall be 
entitled to the follca-ring minimum guarantees, in full equality; 

(a) To be informed promptly and in detail in a language which he understands 
of the nat-ure and cause of the charge against him5 

(b) To have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence 
and to communicate with counsel of his ovm choosing5 

(c) To be tried without undue delay; 

(d) To be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person or through 
legal assistance of his own choosings to bo informed, if he does not have legal 
assistance, of this right| and to have legal assistance assigned to him, in any 
case where the interests of justice so require, and without payment by him in any 
such case if he does not have sufficient means to pay for it? 

(e) . To. examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him and to obtain 
the attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same .conditions 
as witnesses against hi.m| ... 
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(f ) To have the free, assistance of an interpreter if he cannot -understand or 
speak the language used in court § 

(g) ÏTot to be compelled to testify against himself or to confess guilt. 

4. In the case of juvenile persons, the procedure shall be such as will take 
account of their age and the desirability of promoting their rehabilitation. 

5-* E-ve-ryone convicted of a crime shall have the right to his conviction and 
sentence being reviewed by a higher tribunal according to law. 

6. \nien a person has by a final decision been convicted of a criminal offence 
and when subsequently his conviction has been reversed or he has been pardoned 
O n the ground that a nev; or newly discovered fact shovrs conclusively that there 
has been a miscarriage o.f justice, the person who has suffered punishment as a 
result of such conviction shall be compensated according to law, unless it is 
proved that the non-disclosure of the unlmown fact in time is wholly or partly 
attributable to him» 

7. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an offence for which 
he has already been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the law and 
penal procedure of each country. 

Article 15 

1. No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or 
omission which did not constitute a criminal offence, under national or international 
law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than 
the one that was applicable at the time when the criminal offence was committed. 
If, subsequent to the commission of .the offence, provision is made by law f»r the 
imposition of the lighter penalty, the offender shall benefit thereby. 

• '2v .Nothing in this article shall prejudice the trial and punishment of any 
personfor any. act. or omission v;hich, at the time when it was committed, was 
criminal accordiiig to the general principles .of law recognized by the..community 
of nations. - '• 

Article I6 

Everyone shall have the right to recognition everyv/here as a person before 
the law. 

Article 26 

All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any 
discrimination to -fche equal protection of the law. In this respect, the law 
shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective 
p-rotection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex, 
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, 
property, birth or other status. 

file:///nien
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2. Thic International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 
Discrimination contains the following provisions Tn~article 5 (a) and (b), which 
have to" be read together with those of articles 6 and 7 = 

Article 5 

In compliance with the fimdamental obligations laid down in article 2 of this 
Convention,' States Parties londertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination 
i n all its forms and to g'aarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to 
race, colour, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, notably 
in thé enjoyment 'of the following rights; 

(a) The right to equal treatment before the tribunals and all other organs 
administering justice; 

(b) T],ie right to security of person and i^rotection by the State against 
violence or bodilj'' harm, whether inflicted by government officials or by any : 
individual group or institution? 

Article 6 

States Parties shall assure to everyone within their jurisdiction effective 
protection and remedies, through the competent national tribunals and other 
State institutions, against any acts of racial discrimination which violate his 
human rights and fundamental freedoms contrary to this Convention, as well as the 
'right to seek from'such tribunals,just and adequate reparation or satisfaction for 
any damage suffered as a result of such discrimination. 

Article 7 

States Parties undertake to adopt immediate and effective measures, 
particularly in the fields of teaching, education, culture and information, with 
a view to combating prejudices which lead to racial discrimination and to promoting 
understanding, tolerance and friendship among nations and racial or.ethnical groups, 
as well as to propagating the purposes and principles of the Charter of the 
"[Jnited Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the United Nations 
Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, and this 
Convention. 

These provisions have to be read together with those in article 2; 

"Article 2 

1, States Parties condemn racial discrimination and undertake to pursue 
'by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating racial 
discrinination in all its forms and promoting Luaderstanding among all races, 
and, to this end; - , 
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(a) Each State Party imdertakes to engage in no act or practice of 
racial discrimination against persons, groups of persons or institutions 
and to ensure tliat all public authorities and public institutions, national 
and' local, shall act-in conformity with this obligation | 

(b) Each State Party undertakes not to sponsor, defend or support 
racial discrimination by any persons or organizations! 

(c) Each State Party shall take effective measures to review 
governmental, national and local policies, and to amend, rescind or nullify 
any laws and regulations which have the effect of creating or perpetuating 
racial' discrimination wherever it exists; 

(d) '-Each State Party;shall prohibit and bring to an end, by all 
appropriate means, including legislation as required by circ-umstances, 
racial discrimination by any^persons, group or organization; 

(e) Each State Party undertakes to encourage, wLerç appropriate, 
integrationist multiracial organizations and movements and other means of 
eliminating barriers be'tween races, and to discourage anything which tends 
to strengthen racial division. 

2. States Parties shall, when the circumstances so warrant, take, in the. 
social, economic, cultural and other fields, special and concrete measures; 
to ensure the adequate development and protection of : certain racial groups .. 
or individuals belonging to them, for the purpose of guaranteeing them the 
full .and equal enjoyment of hianan rights and fundamental .freedoms ..•-.3̂ é« 
measures, shall in no-.case entail as a consequence : the maintenance of. Unequal 
or separate-rights for different racial groups after the-objectives for. 
which they were taken have been achieved," - • : . 

Article 1 of the Covenant defines racial discrimination and paragraph 4 of that 
article contains the following provision; 

• " 4 . Special measures taken for the sole purpose of securing adequate 
advancement of certain racial or ethnic., groups or individuals requiring 
such protection as may be necessary in order to ensure such groups or. : 
individuals equal enjoyment or exercise of hujnan rights and fundamental 

. freedoms shall not be deemed racial discrimination, provided, however, 
that such measures do not, as a consequence, lead to the maintenance of 
separate-rights for different racial groups and that they shall not be 
continued, after the objectives for which they were taken have been . 
achieved." 
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1/ United Nations publication. Sales No. E . 7 1.XIV . 3 . 

B. Administration of Justice 

1 . Introductory remarks 

5 . The topics covered by this heading are very broad in scope. Their fundamental 
aspects have already been studied by special rapporteurs of the Sub-Commission, 
Mr, Mohammed Ahmed Abu Rannat prepared a substantial study of equality in the 
administration of justice, l/ Mr. L,M. Singhvi has submitted a document 
(E/CIT,4/Sub,2/1983/16) containing a progress report on the study the Sub-Commission 
has commissioned him to prepare on the independence and impartiality of the 
judiciary, jurors and assessors and the independence of lavyers. 

4 . The aim of the present chapter is much more modest. It presents a sxmanary 
review - in so far as the available data, which are few and fragmentary, permit -
of some of the main elements of these topics, concentrating on the basic aspects 
of the special problems that indigenous people face in courts of law and in, 
obtaining legal assistance that will afford them effective counsel, at least 
comparable to,that received by other segments of the population of the countries 
in which they now live. 

5 . As regards equality to access to the courts and in the administration of 
justice, it must be pointed out that these matters are in some ways closely 
related to problems of adeqttate legal assistance. And, vice versa, effective legal 
assistance is essential to the proper administration of justice, having regard to 
its bearing on equal access to justice and the possibility of making use of the 
organs of administration of justice in comparable conditions. 

6. Although it is impossible to quote in full or make a comparative analysis of 
the constitutional and legal provisions which would far exceed the scope of this 
chapter, it may be of value to cite the relevant statements of Governments and 
non-governmental organizations included in the information on these matters 
available for the study, since they give an indication ..of what the Goverigments : , 
and organizations consider particularly important. 

7. Opinions and judgements on these matters will be expressed as the study 
proceeds. First, the various topics will be discussed in general terms. Attention 
will then be given to the available information referring specifically to 
indigenous populations, followed by such comments as seem pertinent. 

8. In all systems.there are provisions in the Constitution or other f-undamental 
laws designed to establish and protect the right of access to the oo\irts of law 
with a view to enforcing the effectiveness of essential rights and freedoms that 
may have been affected or may be under threat of imminent violation by action 
taken by the public authorities or private individtxals or groups. It is 
indispensable to have access to the competent tribunals and to the necessary 
judicial or administrative proceedings for the determination of the existence £ind 
scope of the rights and freedoms that may have been denied, abused or wrongly 
implemented in practice. Thus, in all countries on which there is information on 
these aspects, there are provisions stipulating - often in similar terms - that 
access to the courts in accordance with the laws shall not be denied to any pearson 
wishing to avail him- or herself of the existing procedures and recourses. 
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2/ E.g. in Australia, Canada, Costa Rica, Norway, Paraguay, the Philippines, 
Sri .Lamka and Sweden, 

9, A majority of systems also expressly provide for the possibility of ohaller^ing 
the legality of acts of'authority as they affect the hvunan rights and fundamental 
freedoms of persons subject to their jtirisdiction. The information available for 
the present study in connection with these matters presents a wide variety of 
provisions to guarantee the effectiveness of.. these ri^ts-.and freedoms. The 
Special Rapporteur is also very much aware of the fact that, in all systems and 
countries, the effectiveness of these provisions and guarantees is always apt-to be 
relative and imperfect in everyday life. There are wide differences in the manner 
in which such principles are applied in different situations, as well as in the ways 
in which they are violated, 

1 0 , In most systems, in addition, there are provisions for the right to counsel and 
for the opportunity of the accused in criminal proceedings to defend himself if he 
so desires. In many covintries there is mandatory assistance by counsel in cases of 
the most serious criminal offences, Cotinsel is also of marked importance in the 
deteOTination of,the rights of persons in civil, commercial and administrative, 
pî^èëèdiiigs. Provisions also exist everywhere for the pronipt and expeditious 
administration of justice in the form of a Speedy and impartial trial for all. 

1 1 , It woxald clearly fall beyond the scbpe of the present chapter even to attempt 
to examine in detail any group of these rights and freedoms. The puirposë. of this 
chapter, as already stated above, is merely to peint out some of the main,prôblems 
encountered by indigenoTis litigants or accused persons in court, becaxise of their 
peculiar situation in the society of the countries where they live today, 
particularly those based on linguistic and cultural difficulties that affect their , 
enjoyment of judicial guarantees and opportunities as well as problems arising,fro^i 
fixed ideas and discriminatory practices meted out to indigenotis persons when they 
have to appear in court. 

1 2 , One essential aspect is iiiat of the non-recognition or the,non-application of 
the .indigenoToe systems of customary law, and the imposition on indigenous persons 
of a "national" system which is alien to them and which they have never accepted as 
applicable to them. 

2. Equal treatment before tribunals and all other organs 
administering .justice 

(a) Access io the "counts without distinctions. . 

(i) Introductory remarks 

1 5 . The information available on certain covintries contains governmental or non-' ' 
govermental statements on the existence of certain rules (the text of which is 
sometimes included) which appear to guarantee equal access to the coxirts. 2/--'Wfoile 
for some countries there is no indication whatsoever of the de facto situation 
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existing legislation and to decisions made by the public authorities 

1 6 . The Government has added that several rights fall vinder these provisions,." 
including the right of equal treatment before the tribunals and' all other organs • 
administering justice. - - ^ 

1 7 . The Government of Canada states: 

"No specific measures have been enact-sd by legislative authorities in . 
these areas, since the entire intent of the Bill of Rights and Human Rights Acts 
is to. ensure eqtial treatment in such matters, as court appearances ..... 

"The Bill of Rights and the Human Rights Acts state that no other laws 
shall abrogate, abridge or infringe on their provisions. The Bill of Rights 
expressly" prohibits'aiiy law of Canada being; so..;g®pl'ied that it ... deprives a 
person of 'a fair hearing'in accordance'wltK-^he principles of fundamental 
justice; the ri^t to the assistance of an interpreter in any proceedings in,.; 
which he is involved'." 

18. In the Philippines, according to a writer: §J jj 

^ E.g. in.Canada, Finland, Noa?way, the Philippines, Sri Lanka and Sweden. 
4 / E.g. in Costa Rica and Paraguay. 
J5/ E.g. in Australia, regarding the State of Queensland. 
6/ Fernando, E.M., Outlines of Constitutional Law (Manila, P.C.P. Publications, 

1 9 4 9 ) , p. 7 6 . • - • 

2 / The text of the old constitution has been used as the text of the new 
Constitution was not available to the Special Rapporteur. 

regarding implementation of those riiles, _2/ for others reference is made to some 
of the .practical problems encountered .by indigenous populations in the country 4/ 
or jin.pér'te.in parts of it, ^ r ^ 

(ii) Presentation of the information available 

1 4 . ;The Swedish Government has simply stated that: 

?'In Sweden a foreigner and a person belonging to an ethnic, linguistic 
and religious minority have the same rights arid the same possibilities ,as 
other inhabitants to plead in a court of law." 

1 5 . AccQp-ding to the Norwegian Government; . 

"Norwegian legislation contains no specific regulations concerning 
equality before the law without distinction as to race or origin. It follows 
in consequence of general legislative principles, hox'/ever, that discrimination 
by public authorities on such grounds-is illegal as long as no legislative -
measures are in existence which directly give grounds for discriminatory 
treatment because of race, colour, or national or ethnic origin. No such 
•legislative measures exist in Norway. Any such discriminatory treatment would 
therefore be illegal. This applies both to the rights of individua.ls ;.unde.3? 
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"Section I of article III of the Constitution provides that no person 
shall ... he denied equal protection of the law. 

"The guarantee of equal protection requires that all persons shall be 
treated alike, imder like circumstances and conditions, both in the privileges 
conferred and the stabilities im̂ ôscd» It prohibits undue favour or special 
privilege for any person or class or hostile discrimination against any 

••"•party; , . 

• "The right to equal protection, like the right to due process, is a 
• restraint on the three departments of the national government as well as on 
subordinate iriëtrumentalities or subdivisions thereof, Tt is a pledge for 
protection under equ-al laws. It is more than a mere abstract right; it is 
a command which the State must respect and the benefit of which every person 

• may demand. It a,ppiies to all persons within the territorial jurisdiction 
without regard to differences of race and includes aliens ,.," 

1 9 . According to a source; .§/ 

"Certain safeguards have been included in the Constitution to ensure 
fairness in criminal proceedings. There are previsions designed to ensure 
an independent judiciary, such as security of tenure of judges and fixed 
compensation. The Constitution also provides that access to courts shall 
not'be denied to any person by reason of poverty," 

20. The Government of Finland states; 

"According to the Constitution, all Finnish citizens shall be equal-
before the lÉ^ and all htiman rights and fvindamental .freedoms enumerated by 
the Constitution, shall be guaranteed to all without any discrimination. 
These principles are implemented by other legislation'?.- • .,, 

2 1 . On the right to equal treatment before the tribunals and all other organs 
administering justice, article 15 of the Constitution provides that: "a Finnish 
citizen shall be tried by no other court than that which has jurisdiction over 
him' by law". 

22. The information available on Sri Lanka does not contain any references at all 
to'the; indigenous p-opulatiohs of the country, and,̂  according to a writer: 

"The administration of justice is based on the application of legal rules, 
codified and customary,, which have evolved from the Roman-Dutch law, the 
English common law, and the three distinct customary codes observed, 
respectively^ by the Sinhalese'of the interior, the Tamils, and the Muslims ... 
In the Central, North Central, Uva, and Sabaragamuwa provinces of the interior 
highlands, the traditional Kandyan customary laws, now partly codified, are 
applied to the Sinhalese in respect to inheritance, matrimony, and donations. 
In the Jaffna district of the north, Thesavalâmai, a customary code originating 
in southern India, is enforced among the Tamil inhabitants in respect to 
persons;and -property- The Muslims are governed by their own personal and 
religious laws," 

8/ Conference Room Paper No. 51? concerning the Philippines, prepared in 
connection with the Special Study of Racial Discrimination in the Political. 
Economic. Social and Cultirral Spheres, paras, 8 - 9 , 
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b e j f o r e 

o r 

"^uch person shall also have the right to bhtàin, in Sinhala br''ïîamil, 
.any such part of the record as he may be entitled to obtain accordii^''to law," 

24. The inf ormatiçn ' Gonaeming some countries (Austraïià^'Costa'Rica, Heir Zealand, 
Paraguay and the 'United States of America) contains some indications of the 
de facto situation in this regard. À, 

2^, Q?he Government of New Zealand lias stated that? * ' •: 

"No distinction is made in New Zealand law, between citizenô of> different 
graces in relation to treabfieht before tribunals arid other organs •adisiihistering 
"justice.. , ' , ''• ' : ' - ^.••z. 

"There has-recently however been a good deal of public discussion in 
New Zealand relating to the proportion of Maori persons appearing in court 
without being represented'by Gounôel f " , 2/ 

26. .The Citizem' issoc^ Equality states that "the, rights , .> 
concemihg eq\iality in the administration of justice: ' 

'',̂ re observed though there is some evidence to .the effect that the ju,d;LGia,l ' 
system,, based as it is escclusivély on British precedents ̂ àiid practice^, d o e s „ 

not,result ; J h ; î % Q r i é ^ v g e ^ treatment". 1 0 / ' • ^ 

27. According to infoimàtion concerning Costa Rica and Paraguay, indigenous people 
face certain problems which are not confined to any particular region., in. both 
cases the problems arise because some indigenous groups or persons fail to satisfy 
certain requirements. In Costa Rica the problem is one of identification,, which 
c^n fairly easily be dealt with, but in Paraguay the situation is much more serious 
since more fundamental requirements are involved.. 

, 2 / î'or a.fuller text of this statement,, see para. 216 below, 
[c-lo/" Information fvimisheà orally during-the Special Rapporteur's visit to 
New Zealand and later confirmed in writing, in July 1 9 7 3 . 

2 3 . The Constitution provides for the use of Singhalese and Tamil/languages in the 
courts, iî  ac,cpa?cLance with a number-of circumstances warranting the choice of 
either language with interpretation or traiœlation into the other of these languages 
(Section 1 1 , several paragraphs). Section 1 1 further provides; 

" ( 4 ) Every party, applicant, judge, juryman or member of a tribunal not 
conversant .vith the language used in a court, tribvaaal or other institution 
referred; to in subsection (l) or Subsection (2) of tïiis eection, shall have 
the right to interpretation, and to translation into Sinhala or Taiail, provided 
by the State to enable him to understand and participate in the proceedings 
•̂ -•̂ ore. the,.> court, tribunal or other institution referred to' iii subsection (l) 

subsection (2) of this section. - . r 
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28, The Government of :CoBta Rica, states, with regard to the ri^t to eqmlity of 
treatment before the tribima.ls and all other organs administering justice, that: 

"In accordance with the Political Constitution, all citizens are equal 
before the law in Costa Rica, 

"In the courts of law an Indian who possesses an identity card has no 
problems, but in-practice most of our indigenous people are not in possession 
of identity cards and are at a disadvantage when claiming their rights and may 
be unable to do so. This is aggravated by their uge of the vernacular and 
inability in many cases to understand the official language. Efforts are 
being made to see that all Indians obtain identity cards"i-

29, In 1979 the Government added: 

"Linguistic and cultural difficulties haye, to:,:Some'extent made it 
difficult for indigeno\is, people to learn of the services provided by State 
and private agencies or to make use of them, 

• "In .;an,attempt to deal with this problem, COMI is trying-.to provide 
these services to Indians directly or indirectly throu^ traditional 
organizations, using interpreters, especially in critical cases", 

30, With regard to the operation,of the provisions relating to equality before 
the law and eqizal access to the tribunals and to the administration of jiistice in 
Paxaguay, the Anti-slavery Society reports: 

"Unless they have full citizenship (which is the case only for a minority 
among them), indigenoiie people cannot bring charges, plead or testify in : 
cotirt. This hinders the punishment of crimes against indigenous people. It 
has been mentioned that no such crime has ever been punished in Paraguay. 

"In Ï975» the legal adviser of Marandiî brought charges against persons 
who committed crimes (such as :murder) against Indians. One murder case ŵfcs 
taken as an example and widely publicized. These charges have not yet led 
to a trial. ; •̂.' 

"In 1 9 7 5 , invited by the. Marandiî project, the Director of the Indigenoxaa 
Affairs Department and the President of the Asociaci(5h Indigenista made 
speeches in non-indigenous villages around the indigenous settlement of 
Yalve Sanga, warning the non-indigenous inhabitants not to steal any more 
cattle from the Indians, The cattle already stolen until then were not 
however restored." . -, 

3 1 , The information relating to Australia contains some indications concerning the 
State of Queensland and the special provisions applying in that State to Aborigines 
and Torres Strait Islanders which are at variance with the law and the practice in 
other parts of the country. 

32, The Australian Government has stated that: 

u."Aboriginals are Australian citizens by virtue of the Nationality and 
Citizenship Act, and are entitled to equaWty before the law, and to enjoy 
the same fundamental freedoms as other citizens. 
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... 
"Two things help minorities to attain equal justice: the first is that 

the basic law of the land, the Constitution, is written and is explicit.. The 
second is that decisions of the Supreme Court are accepted as binding. This 
has eifetbled ninorities, through their defense organizations, t o f i ^ t up to _ 
the Supreme Goxirt and so control the discrimination in, and violation of, 
the law. 

1 1 / See also-the reference, in the information, from the Government,-' to 
justice in tribal cotirts, in para. 58, below. 

"All Atistrâlians are considered eqpal before the law. An Act to 
implement thé International CJ-ovenant on Civil and Political Rights has 
specifically included a provision guaranteeing entitlement to the equal 
protection of the law.. 

"The provisions of the Racial Discrimination Act also seek to guarantee 
equality before the law ... Special measures in relation to Aboriginals and 
Islaader^.; in'Queensland-included in the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders 
(Qaeëùslàïid"-Discriminatory Laws) Bill introduced in I974 are designed to 
ensure equality before the law to these people." 

5 3 . It has been reported, however, that Professor Nettheim of the University of 
New South 'Wales stated in connection with the law applying to Aboriginals and 
Torres Strait Islanders in Queensland; 

'"When the Aboriginal comes before the cotirt it is the same police 
officer who, as district officer, can examine and cross-examine witnesses 
and even address the covirt. , •• 

"•The accepted standards of justice are not, it would seem, applicable 
to the Aboriginal ...' i 

"The authoritarian nature of the Act is compounded by the fact that many 
people under it can neither read nor write. They have, he says, ». therefore , 
no hope of interpreting it to their own advantage'. • .s -. 

"Furthermore, third parties (e.g. concerned citizens) are unable to meet 
' with them and State department officers if there is any question of 

procedures". 

34. Thé Government of the United States of America states that "Indigenous 
individuals have the same security of person as any other citizen." 1 1 / 

3 5 . Also respecting the rights here discussed, it has been written:: 

"each State constitution includes a bill of rights, on the basis : of which 
minorities can usually claim protection. The procedure is to file suit in 
court against persons who violate civil rights. 
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... the theory of American law is one thing, the practice another 
"The lower covirts, too, frequently fail to give eqvtal justice to 

minority group members. Lower-court judges and justices of the peace are 
frequently not men of high legal standing. The dockets are crowded, poor 
people have no lawyers, cases are run throtigh quickly, and often the 
prejudice or ignorance of the judge operates against the minority group 
member. Rarely is there protest or appeal. There is neither time, money, 
nor knowledge of how to go about appeal on the part of the victim. 

II ... The whole atmosphere of the courts is undignified arid informal 
ponrpared with our usual picture of the gravity and dignity of law courts." 1^/ 

37 0 Pxirther, it has been written that the government law enforcement a^gencies 
have,remained inactive in the face of serious events: 

"In the two years since Wounded Knee, [almost two dozen] Indians have 
been killed' on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. Yet the Government 
has almost uniformly refused to investigate these killings or other charges of 
brutality," I4/ 

. 1 2 / Arnold and Caroline Rose, America Divided. New York, 1948, pp. 118 and I 3 0 . 

1 ^ Ibid,, pp. 108. 123 and 136. . 
1 4 / "Vine Deloria, Jr., "̂ -̂ o knows what violence we can expect?", 

Akwesfeasne Notes, vol. 7, No. 4, 1975f P. 1 9 . See chapter XVIII, para. 219 
for a fuller quotation. " " • • 

"One major problem the United States has not overcome is the average 
citizen's disrespect for law and his propensity to take the law into his own 
hands. This has especially harmful effects on minorities, since they are the 
groups that benefit most from vigorous and equitable application of the 
laws." 1 2 / 

36. The same source contains information to the effect: 

"that, theory to the contrary, the is not administered equally throu^out 
the United States. Poor people in general have difficulty obtaining equal 
justice. The police are more likely to arrest them. They frequently cannot 
afford.to hire lawyers or raise bailw They must more often serve jail 
sentences because they cannot pay the alternative fine. In so far as 
minorities belong tojthe poorer groups, they suffer these ineqttalities, 

"Another differential in the administration of justice is geographical. 
In general the North has better law enforcement, better prisons and jails, 
and better-trained policemen than the South. There are also differences 
among cities, some of which are well administered, others are corrupt and 
graft-ridden. Mjjiorities may suffer along with others if they are 
concentra,ted in the South or in corrupt urban areas. 

"The most immediate contact minority group members have with the law is 
the policemen. In. many cases this has not been a-happy one. 
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1 5 / American Indian Law Newsletter, vol. 7, No. 1 1 , Special Issue containing 
"the American Indian response to the response of the United States of America", 
p. 2 5 . 

1 6 / Report prepared by the United States Commission on the Conference on-' 
Security and Co-operation in Europe for the European Review Conference in 
Madrid (Nove'mber 198O), pp. 1 5 2 - 1 5 3 . 

38, Referring to tribal court justice, the Government states; 

"The rights of the individual Indian as viewed from the non-Indian -
community are not adëq-uately protected in many IMian court processes on 
reservations where the judicial system is a tribal one. Both American Indian 
leadership and the Bureau of Indian Affairs are making efforts to improve this 
situation^," 

39, It has been observed, howeverji that: 

"The United States, in its zeal to discredit tribal government, contrasts 
the ideal in tfce United States" with un allegation of actual practice imder the-
tribal jurisdiction. No Indian denies that tribal justice needs improvement*"' • 
But Indians àr^ -25 times more likely to be arrê^sted than the average citizen' 
in the United States yet all authorities agree that there is, if anything, 
less non-alcofc&l'-i-related criminality among Indians than among the general 
population, ' 15/ ; . ' • 

40, Regarding law-ërif or cement'on Indian îreèefvations an official report contains -• 
the following: -Î' 

"Pour law enforcement agencies have jurisdiction on Indian reservations: 
the FBI investigates, and the United States Attorney prosecutes violations of 
federal law that are deàîênated to be major crimes (murder, kidnapping, rape • 
and 1 1 other serious crimes)5 BIA police and tribal police are responsible 
for policing, investigating siinor;crimes, and maintaining law and order on a 
day-to-day basis; and, State police have authority in situations when both 
the offender and the victife. are non-Indians. 

"The degree of confidence Indians have in'the criminal justice system 
varies from reservation to reservation and from State to State, Indians 
complain that some United States Attorneys have not established effective ' 
prosecutorial guidelineè' for major crimes offences, causing delays in ' 
processing cases-, BIA police, tribal police and federal investigators often 
duplicate investigative work. On some reservations, law enforcement and 
court facilities are inadequate and tribal police and tribal judges are 
insufficiently trained, Sb&e of the non-^Indian law enforcement and 
prosecutorial personnel that operate on reservations are not sensitive to 
Indian customs and needs. 

"The United States Government is aware that these factors tend to shake 
Indian confidence in th'è criminal'justice system, and is working to increase 
the effectiveness of polaoë'̂ alrid prosecutors in Indian country. Much work' 
remains to"be done, however." 1 6 / 
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4 1 . It has been stated in the same official report-that*-

"Over the years, mutual resentments have built up between Indians and 
various governmental authorities* As Indian people have become more assertive, 
. and sometimes militant^ in demanding their rights, these resentments have 
increased. Racist statements and actions of some authorities have caused 
mat^ Indian people to allege that they cannot receive fair trials anà that 
certain 'Indian activists are now in prison not because of the crimes they 
have committed but because of their political activism. 

"Domestic groups have charged that law enforcement offiôials ha'V̂ e engaged 
in systematic harassment, surveillance and other extra-legal activity against 
Indian activists. These critics further assert that leaders of the 
American Indian Movement (aim), such as Russell Means, Depilis Banks and 
Leonard Peltier, are examples of activists who have ended up a^ political 
prisoners, (Further infornation on Means and certain other activists is 
contained in the section on Alleged Political Prisoners), Critics charge 
that police and prosecutors increased their alleged harassment of AIM leaders 
and other activist Indians following the widely-publicized 1975 armed 
: takeover of Vounded Knee, South Dakota, by Indian militants. The occupation 
of Wbtinded Knee produced a complicated situation involving several law . 
enforcement agencies, including tribal police from Pine Ridge Reservation. 
When such controversial confrontations occur, the potential for conflict and 
misunderstanding is considerably heightened," 17/ 

4 2 . An official report contains the following information regarding four Indian 
leaders: . 

"- Russell Means. National Director of the Amerioaji Indian Moven̂ eht,,'.. 
was paroled on' 2? July 1 9 7 9 . He began serving a four-year sentence iiî' 
November of 1977 for 'rioting to obstruct j'ustice*. The statute under which 
he was convicted was repealed one year later but was not effective 
•re troac tively. 

• "Afflnésty International did not give the Commission their specific 
reasons for considering this case. Means has gained national âriâ' ''' 
international attention be'cause of his leadership in the American Ihdian • 
MbVemefet (aim) and the 1975 seige of Wounded :Knee, South Dakota. The ëîmïges 
against him for his participation in the seige were dismissed on 
16 September 1974» in lafgè part because of imdequate handling of the case 
by the prosecution. United States v. Means. -JSJ F.Supp. 589 (W.D. 
So.Dak, 1 9 7 4 ) . His recent conviction stemmed from a riot which occurred 
during the Womded Knee trials. 

"When queried about possible civil rights violations in this case, 
including allegations that Ifeans was threatened by guards while in prisotif 
the Justice Department informed the Commission: 'The la,test incident was an 
assault oh Means'by another inmate, which we have no authority to prosecute. 
No evidence has beeri' i^rought to our attention indicating inaction by local 
authorities ,., , Russell Means vas imprisoned in July of 1978 after having 
exhausted all legal remedies', He served one year of his four year term and 
was involved in a work release progranane from November of 1978 until his 
release. 

1 1 / Ibid, 
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"- Richard Mohawk and. Paul Skyhorse were acquitted of murder charges by a 
California court on 25 May 1978. Amnesty was involved in this case as a 
result of claims that these men were prosecuted because of their membership 
in the American Indian Movement (AIM) and were mistreated and-denied adequate 
medical assistance by Yentp?a County officials while awaiting trial. Amnesty 
dropped .the case as'Soon aS:;.Skyhorse and Mohawk were acquitted, but others 
continued to point out the fact that the defendants spent more time;:in pre
trial; detention than any accused in California's history. The .Civil Rigihts 
Division of the Justice Department informed iiie Commission that no complaints 
were ever brought to its attention by the defendants or their attorneys. 
BEowever, the Indian Rights Sec.tion of this Division did re«^pond togle-tters 
from persons and organizations supporting the defendants' cause. 

"The Commission learned that,during the time Skyhorse and Mohawk were :/ 
incaroerated, the Constitutional Rights Section of the Los-Angeles Office-, of 
the State Attorney.General was conducting an independent investigation of:,: 
general abuses in thé administration of justice in Ventura County. The • 
dsifendants were transferred. to Los Angeles County jail when a change of 
venue motion was granted by the court. When asked about the length of time 
Skyhorse and Mohawk spent in pre-trial detention, a,Vent\3ra County Assistant 
Attorney General explained that the defendants had caused the delay: 'In • 
California, defendants have an absolute right to be tried within éO days or 
have the charges against them dismissed. The trial- date was postponed 
approximately five times and on each occasion the defendants had.asked for,, 
a continuance, and on each occasion the prosecution opposed the continuance.' 1 4 / 

"- Leonard Peltier, a member of the American Indian Movement, was ' 
serving two consecutive life sentences for the murder of two FBI agents at 
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota prior to his escape ; from 
federal prison on 21 July 1 9 7 9 . .Peltier has been listed by'imnestyls 
New York Office as a possible prisoner of conscience. 

"The only allegation of miscarriage of justice brought to the Commission's 
attention involves the FBI's misuse of affidavits in securing Peltier's 
extradition from Canada. .The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals addressed this 
issue and concluded: 'Peltier does,not claim..that he was extradited solely 
on the basis .of Myrtle Poor Bear's affidavits or that the other evidence 
presented to, the Canadian tribional was insufficient to warrant extradition. 
It is clear froïn a review of the trial transcript that other substantial 
evidence of Peltier's involvement in the murders was presented,in the 
extradition hearings. ...'. United States v. Peltier. 585 F . 2 à 314 
(8th Cir. 1978). , . 

"Peltier was convicted by a jury in the United States District Court of 
South. Dakota on 25 June 1 9 7 5 , for the miirders and in 1978 appealed this 
conviction to the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals. As indicated above, - the 
court affirmed his conviction on 14 September 1978, and denied a motion for 
rehearing on 27 October 1 9 7 8 . . The United States Supreme Court denied 
Peltier's petition for revie^r of his case on 5 March 1979» 

" 1 ^ Correspondence dated 13 September 1 9 7 7 , between Congressman 
Robert Lagomarsino (R.-Calif.) and Assistant Attorney General Michael Bradbury.^ 
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"The United States Government and local govei^nments continue to arrest 
and harass Indian people exercising treaty rights such as the right to hunt 
and fish. ,r 

ti . . 

... "The United .States Government has filled its jails with Indian people. 
It has reserved for special treatment Indian warriors who struggle for -the 
sovereignty of Indian nations,.. The list of victims is long. " 20/ 

44» It seems that in the latter months of 1985 as many as .50 members-of Congress 
have become convinced that irregularities indeed intervened in the Leonard Peltier 
trial for 1975 events and that they are serious enough to warrant a new,trial. In 
a recent report, the following-is stated in this re^rd: 

18/ Ibid., pp. 66.-67. ; 

Ig/ The actual words used in the text are: "trickei:y, dishonesty, perjury 
and deceit". 

20/ International Indian Treaty Council, The Second International Indian 
Treaty Conference. Yankton, Lakota (Sioux) Country, South Dakota, 15-20 June 1976. 

p. 5 . 

Dennis Banks, also a leader in the American Indian Movement, is free in 
California today. Amnesty dropped investigation of the case in 197^ when Banks 
fled to California .while released on hail. The Supreme Court of California 
held in March of 1978 that Governor Edmund G. Brown's refusal to extradite-
Banks to South Dakota was constitutional. South Dakota v. Brown. 20 Cal 5d 7 6 5 , 
576 P.2d-473. ( 1 9 7 8 ) . Banks was convicted in South Dakota courts in 1975 on 
g,rson, .riot and assault charges stemming from a 1973 incident in Custer,; , 
South Dakota. 

"In its International Report; 1975-1976. Amnesty suggested that Banks 
had been prosecuted because of .his involvement in AIM. Charges against Banks 
brought by the State of Oregon were dismissed before trial by the federal 
judge hearing the case. The only other prosecution of which the Commission 
is aware resulted from Banks' participation in the seige of Wounded Knee, 
,-South Dakota, The federal district judge hearing the case against Banks and 
•Russell Means dismissed the charges because of mishandling of the prosecution 
by the government attorneys. United States v. Means. 385 P,Supp, 589 
(W,D.So.Dak. 1 9 7 4 ) . 18/ 

4 5 . In "this connection, however, a source contains the following information: 

"... [irregularities 19/I ... ... are common, elements of United States 
Government criminal trials involving Indian people. The records of the trial 
of Indian leaders Russell Means, Dennis Banks, and many others, document this 
sordid story. 
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"Fifty Congressmen hâ,ve asked that Leonard Peltier, a leader of the 
Americsân,; Indian Movement (AIM), be retried in a United States ccourt on the., 
charge of imordering two FBI agents at Pine Ridge, South Dakofe," in 1975» 

"Acting as friends of the court, the Congressmen cited new evidence, 
discovered as a result of the Freedom of Iiifbrmation Act,: which reveals more 
irregularities on the part of the FBI than were known to the Court during the 
trial. 

"The application by the ^0 Congressmen states that the government 
deliberately misled the Court and the juzy by presenting evidence which 
it knew to be false. 

"The lawyers acting for 'Peltier, at present serving two consecutive life 
sentences in a federal prison, assert that the ballistic evidence.produced in 
Court was entirely circumstantial. They believe the prosecutors-^suppressed a 
ballistic test of the gunhammer, which shows that the gun claimed to.be 
Peltier's could not have fired the bullet foimd near the body of the FBI agent. 

"The original trial raises serious problems of Government policy, 
according to Bon Edwards (D'̂ CA)^ a'member-of Congress and Chairman of the 
Congressional Sub-Committee .on Constitutional and Civil Rights. He thougjht 
it in the interest of all Americans that the'icase should be retried. 

"Oral submissions were heard by the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals at 
St. Louis on 13 September 1983. The law firm of Asbill and Jenkins, of 
St. Louis, submitted a motion on behalf of the Congressmen. 

"Henry Asbill,'a meàber of the firm, sai'd"that the group of Congressmen 
considered that the case was sufficiently important to make known their 
opinion that the judicia.l process in the Peltier case had resulted in 
findings contrary to the intentions of Congress and to the public interest. 

"Many of tfe'^dngressmen who signed the motion are-members of committees 
or sub-comitteeè 6n judicial affairs, criminal law, human ri^ts and 
freedoms and Indien affairs. As firm believers in jiistice, they call for a 
just..and equitable settlement of the case and ask that the matter be sent 

, ̂  .back to a federal court for a How hearing. 

"From'his cell'in à federal prison at Marion, Illinois, Peltier stated 
that in the seven years since he was gaoled, everything he had ^earnt ;about 
the FBI and those who administer the judicial system in the United States led 
him to the conclusion that their main concern during his trial had been public 
relations - to keep the image of the FBI clean, to keep the image of the legal 
system clean and to keep the image of the United States clean - to avoid 
trouble at any price, no matter what the cost to individuals. The:only 
thing which iseémêd important to those-guilty of that conspiracy was to hide 
the fact that he was a political prisoner and a prisoner of wax: they could not 
and would not admit that truth. 

"They"would not admit to the rest of the world that such, a situation the 
political oppression of the Indian people - really existed in the United States, 
In order to hide that truth the FBI was playing the same part as the police of 
some dictatorships. They were becoming extremists and terrorists themselves, 
plotting, committing perj-ury by using duress and physical violence against 
prisoners to force them to testify, threatening and even committing murder. 

http://to.be
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"They violated the ri^ts of men and the «itizen on the pretext of, sectoring 
respect for the United States Constitution, And yet the gpverment, prosecuting 
team, had accused him and his defence attorney pf: "being- 'friyplqus' (one of /liieir 
favourite woixLs), of sticking "blindly to a predetermined point of view^in Hi^:. 
face of all the evidence, • The Government's accusation against him.w^s itself' 
a fanciful interpretation of invented testimonies which had been: sold to the 
jury at Pargo, North Dakota", 21/ 

45» According to another source: 

.,;j',';Jj3t Marah 1975»'n^^^ than 20 American Indian Movemejat ̂ ^upporters were 
arrested;^ laany Indian people were beaten-,and- harassed andf iSeveral-were killed 
in a United States. Government attempt to discredit AIM, . ^ 

"In protest and desperation a group of Sioux women, many of them mothers 
of small children, occupied a floor, pf the United States Federal Building in 
R,apid .City, Sputh Dakota, 

"The following is the statement they made while inside the building: 

I'We the Indian women and pjrpud members of the American Indian Movement 
demand an end to the discriminatpiy practices of the judicial system - federal, 
S,tate and local - against traditional Indian people and the American Indian 
Movement. 

"We make the following demands : 

" 1 . An immediate meeting with Trimbach and the FBI, one-with Trimble and 
the BIA and one with Eastman and the BIA police. 

" 2 . A complete and; impartial investigation of all cases previously filed 
with the FBI, and immediate prosecutiçps following the investigations-. 

• "We shall remain here until these demands are met. We stand, on our treaty 
right%,,̂ !:;,i22/ , 

46, It has been yritten inj. another publication; 

"Our police cannot arrest a white man for killing an Indian and put him 
in our jail and try; him by oirc tribal juries - but whites can arrest and judge 
our people. Our police can enforce only white laws, , ... 

"There is no justice in the American Government, because there is no 
law althôiJt^ there order. Law in the pure sense recognizes equality 'at 
all levels, and that does not apply to the American State. Rules, however, 

2 1 / "Etats-Unis: la-défense de Leonard Peltier ..se consolide", 
Amérique Indienne (JParisj," Bulletin Ho. 36,..:':Feb:̂ ry"i:̂ ^ 1 2 . 

22/ Native American Women, published by The American Indian Treaty Council 
Information Centre as a special project in connection with the World Conference 
of the International Women's Year, New York 1975r P» 4 6 . 
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only have to he obeyed by those without the power to enforce them. The rules 
do lidt ïëispond to justice. Power does not recognize rules. The order that 
exists is 'in the legislative and judicial branches of the American State -
maintain order with the law. Look at the racism that exists in the rules of 
this 'goveirànentî the rules of this State were founded on the inclusion of 
whites only, permitting race slavery and genocide against Indians." 23/ 

47» As regards law and legislation on reservations, it has been written: 

"On reservations where State laws apply, police activities are administered 
by the State in the- same manner^as elsewhere. On reservations where State laws 
do not apply, tribal laws or Department of the Interior regulations are 
administered by personnel employed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, or by 
personnel employed by the tribe, or by a combination of both. 

"Today, for" those areas of Indian country not under State jurisdiction, 
nearly 9OO people, mostly Indians, are engaged in law enforcement activities,. 
More than half are employed and paid by tribes, 

"Indian offenders against State or Federal laws are tried in State or 
Federal courts. Indian offenders against tribal laws or Department of the 
.Interior law and order régulations are tried in Indian courts, Genera^y -
speaking, these Indian courts have many of the aspects of lower State courts,-

"Although the judges of the Indian coTzrts may be Biareau of Indian Affairs 
employees, they function independently of Bureau control and are not subject 
to Bureau supervision in their administration of justice under either tribal 
laws or Departmental regulations," 24/ 

48. According to a publication, the judicial powers of the Indian Government 
include the power to: "(l) Ptmish its members for offences against each other and 
foreigners; (2) Punish its members for public•offences against the peace and 
dignity of the government? (3) Punish foreigners within its territory who violate 
its laws and customs," Unless the United States Congress has passed an,;aet,which 
restricts a tribe's judicial powers, an Indian government may exercise complete . 
authority over all criminal and civil matters occurring within its jurisàiotion. 
"The judicial decisions of Indian governments with functioning court systems have 
the same dignity and legal force as decisions of federal and State courts." 25/ 

4 9 . On the question of the judicial authority of Indian governments see also what 
has been said above in paragraph 40. 

22/ "The effects of colonialism on Indian life", Akwesasne Notes, vol. 6, 
No. 4 , 1 9 7 4 , pp. 4 1 - 4 2 . 

24/ The American Indians. Answers to 101 Questions (Washington, D.C. 
United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1 9 7 4 ) , 
p. 27 . 

2 y C\irtis Berkey, Indian Sovereignty. (Washington, D.C., Institute for the 
Development of Indian Law, Ino. 1976),pp, 45-44. 
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50, It has been, observed s 

_ "¥h,en v© tuxn to civil law, we find siadlar inequities [be-hreen'rich and 
• poor] at works • Consider the mail -who is injured in an automobile accident and 
enters a tert claim, Dockets are often congested and litigation takes time. 
Meanwhile the plairitiff imj be tinable to work and earn his salaryand aoay be 
saddled with heavy medical expenses in addition. If he is poor he m y be unable 
to hold out financially thro\igh px'olonged liti^tion - and thus he is under _ 
pressure to settle hie claim promptly w'hether 0 3 ? no u the terms of settlement 
are jus.t," 26/ 

5 1 . According to a so-urce; 

The administration of justice, particularly in border towns 
surromding the reservations, is of very poor quality and often enforced 
discriminatorily with respect to Indians. The Federal Buz-eati of Investigation 
has a very bad reputation in investigating, crinaes committed against Indians 
on the reservation as well aa civil rights violations againet Indians off 
tiie reservation. This a^noy has historically had a bad reputation with 
respect to tlie protection and the hiring of sânorities, and in the case of 
Indiaris particula.rly this reputation is well deserved^v 

"... The lawyers, while well meaning',"'have little understanding of the 
.values th^t are important to the Indian. This is eepecially true when the 
issue is individual ri^ts versvis tribal ri^ts. The natural inclination of 
the lawyer is to side imuiediately with the .individtial since tiie lawyer îms 

• little appreciation, or knowledge of tribal rights," 22/ 

(iii) Some_^observations ,in .thiŝ ^ re^-rd 

52, In this oomection, it should be noted iamt, althoi^ the doors of the courts 
are not physically closed to indigenous people in any country, there are ever^wiere 
circuBsstances which maJce the right of access to the courts., formally recognised in 
the constitations and laws inoperative. Among these circumstances, are: 
(a) geographical distribution; (b) problems arisitig from lack of knowledge of the 
language spoken in the comets, which is not the languag-e of the indigenous 
populations and wkioh they liave n o t been p r o p e r l y taught5 (0) probleii© o f 
differences in c u l t u r e 5 socrio-c-'.altui'al o r g a n i B a t i o n and l e g a l System, those 
prevailing in the c o u r t s and a p p l i e d by tlias! mxng f o r e i g n to -the indigenous 
populations; (d) px'obleins w i t h p o l i c e o f f i c e r s axid o f f i c i a l s administering the law? 
and (e) difficul-fcj- o f ooiantiaiicating with l a w y e r s xn p r e p a r i n g and presenting cases, 

53. The subsequent paragraphs of this sectixîn deal with these mtters in the light 
of the available information, which is far froEt being complete or siiffipient to 
pei-mit a, comparative analysis. 

26/ Conférence Rooiâ  Paper .Ng^^^M concernjiig, tlie, Unitg.d^ States, pf Amegioa, 
prepared in connection witli United_Jfatij^e, ,gtud̂ ^̂  .Q.|̂ ..S,oû lity in the^ Admiriistrat^^ 
of Justice, p. 3 5 . 

22/ Ameriç!sn.„In4,i^i, Iiaw,,lf̂ y.sXe,t-ber« vol. 7? '^o- 1 1 * PP» 21 and 5 ? , 
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28/ Including Australia, Canada, Denmark, Iradia end, Pakistan. 

(b) Linguistic difficulties 

(i) Intrcductoiy r c n i F r l c s 

54. The constitutions ^nd lavs of rap.ny countries make no specific reference to the 
language problens that some persons encounter \̂'hen appeering in court or to 
provisions for overconing such difficulties through sccess to the courts. 

55» Persons who do not have suiTicient knowledge of the language or Isnguoges of the 
court, however, do suffer difficulties in judicial proceedings imless proper 
provisions ere made on their behalf. This problem is particularly acute, therefore^ 
in countries where nuanorous local languages and/or dialects exist. 

56. Probloras of language in court aay affect not onlj'- accused persons or other 
parties to judicial proceedings> but also witnesses and experts. 

57. The right of everyone, in the deterisination of any criminal charges against him, 
"to be infonaed ... in 3 language which ho understands of the nature and cause of the 
charge against his" is laid down in article 14, paragraph 3 (a), of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political lights. 

58. The right "to have the f r e e assistance of an interpreter if "he camot understand 
or speak the language used in court" is added in parasrsTjh 3 (-) of t h a t article. 

(ii) Presentation ox the iiifornation available 

59. All legal systems attempt to provide for interpretation, free or othezn^'iss, for 
persons without a sufficient knowledge of the language of the court. However, that 
is not an invariable rule outside criminal proceedings. In several countiries 28/ a 
litigant in non-cri:ninal proceedings must make his own arrangements for interpretation, 
although the cost in sone instances may be covered by legal aid. or paid by the 
defeated, party, 

60. Linguistic problems arise not only in the coiirt room, in connection with oral 
interpretation but also out of court where, for instance, the translation of relevant 
documents is required, Eurthermore, a person who is preparing to go to court may need 
to address his counsel through an interpreter while preparing his ĉ ŝe. 

6 1 . If a lawyer requires the services of an interpreter to com-municate with his 
client, in prison or olsewhorc, he must engage a private accredited interpreter, at 
his own expense. The lawyer m_ay also need translations of all the relevant documents 
in the police or court records which are written in a language he does not command. 
Such translations must be done by a translator of his own choice at hiis o\ra expense. 

62. In criminal procoed,ings, free interpretation for accused persons without 
sufficient Icnowlsd.go of the language of the court is provided .in the greet majority 
of countries. 

63. In niimcro-as countries free interpretation is guaranteed to accused, persons either 
by the Constitution or by statute. Interpreters ere appointed bj/ the court and the 
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costs are borne by the State, whether or not this is a constitutional requirement. 29/ 
Even if no legal requirement exists, the courts nearly always make ad. hoc arrangements 
in criminal proceedings. 5 0 / 

64, In some countries, however, if the defendant is convicted he may be charged the 
costs incurred. 3 1 / In certain countries the accused never bears the cost of 
interpretation when he is entitled to free legal aid, 3 2 / 

65, Official provision of interpretation in return for pajniient by the person aid.ed 
also exists and, although not id.eal, it goes some way towards red.ucing discrimination 
on linguistic grounds in judicial proceedings. Some of the relevant provisions 
require persons officially aided by interpretation to pay for it under certain 
circumstances. Some constitutions and many laws or rules of court 5 5 / provide for or 
lay down the right to the official provision of interpretation in various types of 
proceedings but do -not specifically state that these arrangements ere to be provided 
free. 

66, Some of the provisions just mentioned apply to criminal proceed,ings. Thus, in 
several countries, the judges rules, 5 4 / which govern the admissibility ss evidence 
in criminal proceedings of statements made during police interrogations, provide that, 
if a foreigner makes a statement in his native language, the interpreter should take 
down the statement in the language in which it is made and give it to the person 
making the statement to approve and sign, and that an official translation into the 
court language should be made in d,ue course, and be provided as an exhibit with the 
original statement. 

67, Pew statutory provisions dealing with these questions were available in full. 
Two such provisions are cited, in the next paragraphs vs examples of the type, of 
stipulations made in this regard, 

68, The Criminal Code of Argentina provides s 

"Art. 252. If the person being interrogated does not understand the 
national language, he shall be examined through an interpreter, who shall take 
an oath to conduct himself properly and honestly in the performance of His 
duties. 

"The interpreter shall be appointed from among the qualified interpreters 
at the place where the statement is being taken. If there are none, an expert 
in the language concerned, shall be appointed," 3 5 / 

29/ Including Austjralis (most states), Chile, Denmark, Ecuador, Finland, 
Guatemala, Ind.ia, New Zealand, Philippines, Sri La.nka and, Sweden. 

5 0 / Generally through a powei- granted by statute or by using their d,iscretionary 
powers. 

5 1 / As in Denmark and France. 
32/ As in Venezuela, 
3 3 / As in Brazil, Canod,a5 Japan and I'lalaysia, 
3 4 / Countries with common law systems, including New Zealand,. 
3 5 / There are similar provisions in Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, El Salvador, 

Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay and Venezuela, 
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69. The Guatemalen Cod.o of Penal Procedure provides? 

".Reading of statement 

"Article 420 - The defendant may read his statement himself, when so 
directed, by the court. 

"If he d.oes not do so, the judge or the investigating official shall do so 
slowly, clearly and d.istinctlj". At the end of the reading, clarifications, 
amplifications and. requests may be entered. The accused shall sign each of the • 
pages of the statement or shall mark them with his finger print. 

"Statement through an interpreter 

"Article 421 ~ If the person questioned does not understand Spanish, he 
shall be examined through an interpreter who shall be appointed, in order, from 
among qualified interpreters, language teachers or pro.fessors or any other 
person knowing the language. 

"In parts of the country where the foregoing is impossible, the accused 
shall bé taken to the capital or to a place vhcre a person speaking his language 
can be found, together with, letters rogatory, letters requisitorial or an 
official communication in which shall be set out the questions to be answered. 

"W:iere necessary, the courts may apply to the embassy or consulate 
concerned through the office of the head of the judiciary. In the commission 
the jud,ge commissioned, may be authorized to designate the interpreter. 

M ... 
"Counsel 

"Article 423 - The accused shall be given information regarding arrangement 
for defence before the completion of the' inquiry. 

"Vfitness without Icnowledge of Spanish 

"Article 459 ~ If the witness is unable to speak or write Spanish,, he may, 
in ad.dition to making his statement in the form prescribed in this Code, ̂ ^̂ rite 
it in his own language or get his interpreter to do so. The d.ocument shall be 
annexed to the file of the proceedings." 

70. In civil cases, in the great majority of countries studied, the authorities 
provide a litigant without knowledge of the language of the court with interpretation. 
The cost is often borne, however, either by the assisted party or by the unsuccessful 
party or by the party required by the court to meet the expense. 

7 1 . As an example of provisions applying to witnesses in civil proceed.ings who do not 
command the court language see for instance the following provision taken from, the 
Code of Civil and Commercial Procedure which stipulates; 
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"Article I63 - If the vitness does not know the Spanish language, he shall 
make his statement through an interpreter, who shall be nom.inated by the judge," 
an accredited interpreter being chosen for preference, 

"If the witness so requests, in addition to his statement being taken down 
in Spanish, it m.ay be written in his own language by the witness or by the 
interpreter," 

72. Wo provision was found to stipulate who, besides the party concerned, would pay 
for the services of the interpreter in the absence of legal assistance provisions 
granting free litigation to the litigant for whom the witness came to court, 

73. Arrangements are also made or may be made free of charge for parties in 
non-criminal proceedings in some countries, provided certain conditions are 
fulfilled, , 

74. The free .provision of interpretation in civil proceedings is, however, less 
frequent than'in criminal proceedings,. In some, countries, the cost of interpretation 
is paid from public funds, 3 6 / In other countries, the remuneration of interpreters 
called in by the court in civil esses to assist parties who do not command the 
language of the court is paid out of public funds. In certain cases, such 
remuneration is reimbursed by the losing party except when that party has been 
granted free litigation. 37/ 

75» lî̂  administrative proceedings, an interpréter, if needed, is furnished free of 
charge.-. 3 § / 

76, In Fora-Jay, if the accused does not know Norwegian, the court may (in- addition 
to furnishing interpretation), if necessitated by the importance of the case, 
decid.e that the court record shall be written in the foreign language in question, 

(iii) Some observations in this regard 

77 . One of the first linguistic difficulties'facing indigenous people in matters 
concerned v;ith the administration of justice is the problem of communication between 
indigenous clients and non-indigenous lawyers, mariy of whom have no command of the 
language used by their clients^ In such cases interpreters have to be used. Apart 
from the problem of obtaining interpreters., there is, as has.been mentioned, the 
problem of tra.çslating any documents that may be needed. These difficulties 
extend, to the,'courts of law and to quasi-judicial bodies dealing with contentious 
matters since very often judges, examining magistrates and arbitrators - and the 
other parties to arbitration - do not speak any of the indigenous languages 
required, 

^ 6 / As in A-ustralia (some states), Finland and Philippines. 
_22/ As in Denmark, Nor'//ay and Sweden. 
28/ As in Ecuador and, the United States. 
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78, Another point is that when indigenous languages have to be' interpreted or 
translated., interpreters knowing and working in indigenous languages ere rarely 
considered as important as those working in internationally used languages other 
than the official language, i.e. in languages that are foreign in the country in 
question. People v;ho speak internationally used languages are in a privileged-
position in the courts since they alvsjs enjoy the services of capable, qualified, 
interpreters and translators. In the more important towns, foreig.ners can m.ake use 
of consular officials or interpreter-translators. In many cases the consular 
officials or interpreter-translators are either lawyers or have legal training or 
at least have rudiments of legal knowledge acquired in the course of their training 
as translators. 

79» It should.be noted also that interpreters of indigenous languages norm^ally 
have no professional training in the language. In many cases they have only 
practical knowledge of the language and have not been trained as professional 
translators or interpreters. As a general rule, few if any institutes of higher 
education offer courses of study in indigenous languages, and there are even fewer 
schools for training translators and interpreters'in those languages, 

80. On the one hand there is a lack of training in translation and interpretation 
as such and on the other int^rprnter-translators of indironous languageo are 
less likely than translators of other languages to be lawyers. This leads to 
problems because the people working as interpreters of indigenous languages have 
very little understa.nding of the legal systems and institutions involved in the 
relationship between counsel and client and between the litigant and the court. 
As a result they are unable to provide adequate translations of what is being said 
in the other languages because of the disparities between the legal systems in 
question. This is serious because the interpreter is not dealing with related 
languages or with siiailar legal systems derived from common sources. A thorough 
understanding of the institutions through the language be.ing used is necessary and 
could only bo obtained through solid legal training, 

81. In the case of the court interpreter, this training should at least cover the 
two systems that must be considered, the system adopted and im.posed by the State 
as the national or State system., and the indigenous legal system. It should be 
noted at this point that contrary to what appears to be assumed by States in these 
matters, the ind.igenous languages are neither dead nor primitive. On the contrary, 
they incorporate and express indigenous cultural and legal systems and these 
systems are full of life and in daily use in areas, some of them extensive, of the 
territory of the State, They have the close ethico-philosophical and cultural 
support of the 'ind.igenous people, who regard them as their own legal system in 
accordance with whose rules they live their daily lives. 

http://should.be
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(c) Socio-cultural and .jturidical difficulties 

(i) In^a-oductory remarks 

82. Differences between indigenous and non-indigenous socio-cultural and 
jtiridical systems create mimerous problems for indigenous persons whobecome 
involved in the administration of justice, as well'as for those responsible.for • 
administering justice. This is general to many' branches of law but is 
particularly serious as regards criminal law and procedure. 

83. Cultural differences in the concept of crime, guilt and due process of the 
law mean that many indigenous people accused of having committed an offence are 
sentenced under conditions that differ from those of the non-indigenous persons 
who share the socio-cultural and jincidical criteria being applied. 

84. All these circumstances, compounded further by the lack of communication 
and mutual respect between the (usually) non-indigenous police and other law 
enforcement officials and the indigenous populations in almost all countries 
under whose jurisdiction 'they live, have frequently led to victimization of 
indigenous people. 

85. As a result, in all countries where indigenous populations live today, there 
are proportionately more indigenous than non-indigenous people in penal 
institutions, which has begun to worry experts and Governments everywhere. 

86. Finally, indigenous populations also suffer everywhere from marked ignorance 
of the law being applied to them and scarcity of qualified indigenous lawyers 
and non-indigenous lawyers with enough understanding of their difficulties. 

87. This situation is worsened by the non-existence, failtire to use or ignorance 
of legal assistance services and is further compounded by the language barriers 
which make it extremely difficult for indigenous people to communicate with the 
lawyer, prosecutor and judge, 

88. Some of the linguistic problems confronting indigenous people in the 
administration of justice liave been discussed above. Problems of legal 
assistance and preparation of indigenous people as la\̂ ?yers will be discussed below. 
The present section will be devoted to discussing some of the main socio-cultixral 
and juridical problems as they ax'e reflected in the information available in 
these respects, 

(ii) Pb?esenta'uion of the information available 

89. Reference must first be made to the observed fact that in all countries 
where there are indigenous populations the number of indigenous people in 
penal establishments is very large. The number of indigenous prisoners is -
disproportionately large and represents a higher percenta,ge of the total 
indigenoiis population than does the corresponding figure for the non-indigenous 
population. This lb paj?tly the result of discrimination and uneq-ual treatment, 
as well as of the disparities bet-ween the juridical systems concerned, which work 
to the disadvantage of the indigenous populations. 
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"(iii) a disproportionate rate of criminal convictions and 
incarcerations ~ in Western Aus-lralias, Aboriginal -people are 
twenty times more likely to be imprisoned than whites", 39/ 

9 1 . During his official visi-bs to coun-bries in connection with the present study, 
the Special Rapporteur was invajriably informed that,: in their involvement in 
court proceedings of vaa^ious t-yr^es, indigenous groups and persons became the 
victims of a process -bhey did not imderstand. Indigenous defendants, almost' 
invariably withdrew;, pleaded gullby, took the consequences stoically ,,, ^ 
often for somethà.ng tiiey did not do, "bhat V7as not an offence at all^ or, at 
least, was not a serious offence, 

92, This accounts for the higli incidence of involvement with the law-enforcement 
servic.,es and -bhe high imprisonment rates of indigenous popxilations. Society 
at large has finally begun to talce notice of this unfair situation, 

95, According to information furnished by the Government of Canada: 

"In the nor-bhern axeas and in prairie communities a disproportionate 
number of court appearances involve native people, usually on charges of 
assault, disorderly condiict or prostitution. It is claimed by Indian 
groups that -fche courts and police officers exercise discriiiiination in 
law enforcement. 

• "The disproportiona-to number" of Indian offenders and /bhe belief on ' 
the part of Indians that the police and courts work in a manner prejudicial 
to them, can be alle'/iated only when social and economic conditions improve 
materially for "bhe native people. It is on this assumption bhat 
policy-makers and administrators are proceeding with the implementation 
of expanded economic opporbitnity and self-government proposals in Canada," 40/ 

39/ Background paper, prepared by the Organization of Aboriginal Unity, 
the National Aboriginal Conference, the National Aboriginal and Islander Legal 
Service, the National Aboriginal and Islander Health Organization, the National 
Aboriginal and Islander Childrens Service and the Federation of Land Councils, 
Undated, mimeographed, A copy was received in March 1984. 

40/ See a fuller text of the quotation in para. 229 below. 

90. Reference was made to this phenomenon in a background paper prepared 
recently with a very brief account of basic inforraa.tion on Australian Aboriginal 
problems today. iimong the fundamental points made in this paper, there is one 
listing the negative aspects of the ilustralian Government's relations with 
Aboriginal people: 

" 6 , Disregard for Aboriginal Australians' territorial secuxlty and ̂  
right of self-determination are at the root of a wide range of 
contemporary human rights problems-, including: 
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95. As alreadj^ indicated, one of the factors contributing to the disproportionate: 
number of indigenous people in penal institutions lies in the differences in 
cultircally bâ sed perceptions of giiilt, due process, crime and gaol, 

96. The indigenous notion of crime, guilt, and due process differs considerably 
from the meanings assigned to these terms by non-indigenous persons in the 
courts. For example, a characteristic sense of shame leads indigenous persons 
to plead guilty when accused of a crime even though they are not in fact guilty. 
Systems of justice administered in the relevant countries everywhere are not 
yet sufficiently developed to take account of these subtle differences. 

97. Consequently, a large number of indigenous persons are sentenced to i 
imprisonment, during which they are maltreated by wardens and other inmates and 
have little opportunity, if ary ât all, to take advantage of any rehabilitation 
schemes. On the contrary, they are exposed to all kinds of discriminatory 
and annoying treatment that cannot but have negative effects. 

98. In this connection it should be mentioned that, during the Special 
Rapporteur's official visit to New Zealand (June 1 9 7 5 )s i t was learned that 
the Nga Tamatoa, a Ifeori Organization, had established a Legal: Befence. Office 
in V7ell ington. . Members of this ox^ganization assist Ĵ laoris who come to couirt 
by a.dvising them what information they ought to give and how to- plead. - They 
also try to obtain help, advice and legal aid for Maoris who are taken to gaol, 

99. The. ;Government has coimnented as follows in this respect: . 

"It is correct, as stated by the Special Ra.pporteur, that, a,Maori • , ' j , - ; : 

organization of young people known as Nga Tamatoa gives some assistance 
to Maoris coming before the court in Wellington, This organization 
has received "some financial assistance from Government sources. .to help -.. 
meet the rent of an office they occupy. The Maori ili'f air s Department, 
also has a.Maori social worker with the special duty of assisting young 
Maoris who are charged with offences in the courts in Wellington. 
The Department.also provides similar services in other large centres." 

100. The official behaviour of the police and other law-enforcement officers 
is very important. There is often a very bad relationship between the 
indigenous population and non-indigenous police and law-enforcement officers 
who find it hard to understand indigenous people and sometimes have preconceived, 
ideas, and prejudices a.bout them. In such circumstances, the relationships 
are difficult and conflict-ridden, and friction and confrontations are frequent 
occurrences. 

101. A further result is that even persons of good will who wish to be helpful-. 
cannot do as much as they would like, partly because of linguistic and . 
cultural differences. The view has been expressed that the problems might, 
be eliminated or at least reduced if there were more indigenous police and 
law enforcement officers. 

1 1 / I b i d . 

94. The Goyernmeht also states that: "the court worker program is seen as an • 
important means of overcoming these attitudes and of encouraging fair'exercise • 
of the law." 41/ . ' - Î ^ . ^ 
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1 0 2 . This is the situation where, as is the case in some indigenous reservations 
in various countries, aJl or raost of the police are iiow indigenous. In cases 
where non-indigenous police are still dealing with the problems of the indigenous 
population, the advantages of recruiting indigenous officers should be 
considered. 

103. Because "of thèse considerations, the recruitment of indigenous people has 
been advocated in some countries in which all or most police and law-enforcement 
officers are non-indigenous. Young indigenous people are being encouraged to 
join' the police force and other law enforcement agencies with a view to 
increasing indigenous representation. This mi'ght result initially in better 
understanding between indigenous and non-indigenous officers and subsequently-
lead to a better attitude on the part of the integrated force to indigenous'-- " 
segments of the population. Information is available concerning efforts along • 
these lines, although there is no confirma.tion of how they have worked oii-t art: ' 
practice. 

104. Canada and the United States of /imerica have begun to tackle this very 
important problem, 

1 0 5 . Among the different projects and prograjimies now in operation or planned . 
for the near future, mention should be made here of the following: 

(a) Indigenous Court Workers 

In accordance with this'programme, indigenous persons are engaged to assist 
indigenous defendants in criminal proceedings. In many provinces (Canada) and 
states (United States), court workers programmes are currently reported to be 
in operation. It is further reported that similar programmes will be 
established shortly in'others. It seems that one of the immediate results of 
these programmes has been a significant reduction of incarceration of indigenous 
persons. 

(b) Indigenous police officers, penitentiary personnel and parole and 
probation officers 

Arrangements are being ma.de to make the posts of police afficer, 
penitentiary.personnel and pai'ôle and probation officer more accessible to 
qualified indigenous persons. These projects consist of liberalizing the 
relevant legal requirements and of placing indigenous persons on parole 
boards. 

(c) Indigenous .lawyers 

Programmes and schemes to encourage indigenous students to enter the legal 
profession, some of which are already in operation, seek to provide funds for 
scholarships coupled with pre-legal training programmes, so that indigenous 
studentsfhave the necessary elements of knowledge to take advantage, 
effectively of the legal training they will be receiving. An excellent 
example of this type of activity is the above mentioned prograuB^e .conducted 
at the Legal Center that is part of the New Mexico University Law School. 
Another on-going programme is operating in the Canadian Province of 
Saskatchewan, as part of the activities of the Law School of the University 
of that province. 

106. All these programmes are based on the realization that indigenous people 
require more assistance than is now available to them in this field. All 
Current programmes and plans are, however, basically aimed at helping the 
native person after he or she is in conflict with the law. 

http://ma.de
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109. Among th©:prograjmnes;J;ncluded-ï Inrl.egal .information projects the folldwing' 
should be mentioned: ; 

Heetihgs .between" members.,of .̂'û^̂  judiciary...and die police-and indigendtts .;;•:,:.'' 
people. Gatherings of different kinds are being envisaged-between law 
enforcement personnel and members of the judiciary and indigenous people to 
discuss-problems, of common concern. .S.eminars with the--active participation • • • 
of indigenous..lieaders are now being .planned.- - Obviously-the aim here is-i.to-;r-.''-:' •• 
close the cultural gap between indigenous and non-indigenous ••peoples and systems. 

Legal educr̂ .tion components Initiatives have :beén-taken .to .inci-uteflegal 
education components specifically designed for school children in formal 
education schemes. Corresponding efforts wilàL: be made with regatd.i'tD'youth!' 
as well as .a„dults through, all;, effective meansv^•M The .•.aim'-cf,.this-type ofiTV.: • 

ppîogramme- is to have well, informed people who,' on thevbasis. of.r.this information^-;^ 
will';i-avoid unnecessary-entanglements-withthe law » 1 : ! ! .-vc-., • 

Para-legal personnglhto;,be kept up-to date; on legal reforms :and-...developments. 
Seminars would be organ-i/zed-d̂ n whicb paralegal-personnel would receive intensive-
courses periodically to keep them up to date v/ith law reform and developments 
in the legal field so that they will be better equipped to transmit this 
.information-to indigenous^.peoples;, and .assist them in preventive-efforts, .Pilot 
projects were sa-id to be cxirrently almost-operative. 

110. When rendering court decisions,, efforts are also being made- to create 
conditions under which the mores of the native people are duly taken, into 
account, so "that sentencing makes more sense to indigenous people and society 
at large. 

1 1 1 . See also the information provided by the Government of Canada and other 
sources m relation to Native Co-urt Workers in Canada in paragraph 229, below. 

(iii) Some observations :.n V'-z.-:. regard 

113^..It is evident that consultation witli and participation of indigenous: 
c o E i m u n i t i e s is essential in any successful approach to these complicated and 
complex matters, 

1 1 3 . Indigenous presence in the police, in other law enforcement agencies and 
in the legal prcfession seems essential in all countries, in order to 
incorpora-b;e:--̂ so;c,io-cult\rcal and juridical.traditions. 1 and institutions in these 
importa.nt activities of 'the State c 

1 1 4 , More and more would need to be done in this area in order to bring about 
a,t least a real and discernible improvement on present day conditions which 
are far from ideal. 

1Q.7. The need 4s felt to- institute jrograjpjnes, projects_a;m^^ the 
necessary stèps'before this happens'sïi Preventive action is now considered 
very important» 

108, Legal information prograjimes, Since it has become increasingly clear that 
the basic misimderstanding of the legal processes is at the root of many cases 
of itidigenou.' peoples' conflicts with the law,' law information programmes are • • 
beirigf.plann.edi_,.̂ asically endeavouring to bring information on the law to • 
indigenous perS : O p.s before they have had any-Conflicts with the law enforcement-^ 
system.*;;.- -, - T O . ; ' 
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3 . Equal protection from arbitrary arrest, detention and exile, as well as 
from cruel and inhuman treatment 

(a) Introductory remarks 

1 1 5 . In all legislative systems there are provisions in the Çoristitutipn or other 
fundamental laws designed to protect essential rights, and freedoms that may be 
affectedbytiie absence of the necessary judlcij^l propeedings_ or because these 
principles,, £1154 r^les l̂ v̂e been abused or wrongly implemented in practice in the 
courts. Thus, in all countries on which there is information on these aspects., 
there are provisions stipulating in very similar terms that no person shall be 
deprived of life, liberty, or security, except in accordance with the laws. .Other 
provisions contain an explicit recognition'of the right to freedom from arbitrary 
arrest, detention and exile and of the principle of nullum crimen, nulla poena sine 
lege pénale. The right to be considered innocent until proven guilty establishes 
the burden- of the proof on the part of thé" prosecution ~ " 

1 1 6 . Most systems also establish in express terms the prohibition of cruel and 
inhuman treatment and torture, especially during detention or imprisonment, and 
sanction the guilty officials in a.particularly strict manner. 

(b) Presentation of the information available 

1 1 7 . The information available on certain countries contains governinental or non
governmental statements on the existence of certain constitutional or legal 
provisions (the texts of some of which are included) according to which the right , 
to security of person and protection by ,̂ he State against any violence or bodily • 
harm, whether inflicted by government officials or by any individual group or 
institution, is guaranteed. 42/ In some of this information there are 
indl,'eâtiôns of problems which have arisen in the implementation.of these 
provisions. 42./ 

1 1 8 . .The statements^concerning some countries contain no explicit reference to the 
indigenous populations and are quoted in the following paragraphs. 

1 1 9 . The Çoyernment of Bangladesh refers to provisions in the Bangladesh 
Constitution which.stipulate that all citizens are equal before.the law and are 
entitled to equal protection of law (art. 2 7 ) ; that, to enjoy the protection of 
the law, and to be treated in accordance with law, and only in accordance with 
law, is the inalienable right of every citizen, wherever he may be, and of every 
other person for the time being within Bangladesh, and in particular no action 
detrimental to the life, liberty, body, reputation of property of any person shall, 
be taken except in accordance with law (art. 51 ) and that no person shall be 
deprived of life or personal liberty save in accordance with law (art. 3 2 ) . ; 
According to information received from the Government, constitutional provisions in 
this respect are strictly adhered to and no discrimination is practised against any 
group or individual. 

42/ E.g., Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, Norway, Paraguay, the Philippines and 
Sweden. 

43/ As in Paraguay. 
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120. The Government of Sweden has stated that in that country, a foreigner and a 
person belonging to an ethnic, lin'guiâtic and religious minority have the same 
protection of their person and property and in all essential respects the same 
rights and freedoms as other inhabitants. 

1 2 1 . The Government of the Philippines has stated that: 

"The Cortstitufcion also deals with the question of security of person 
(art.Ill, sec.l ( 19) ) by prohibiting cruel and unusual punishment." 

122. As already stated in paragraph 1 5 , the Norwegian Government has reported that: 
"Norv/egian legislation contains no specific regulations concerning equality before 
the law without distinction as to race or origin." 

123. The Governrqsnt has added that several rights fall under these provisions, 
the right to security, of person and protection by the State against violence or 
bodily harm, whether, inflicted by Government officials or by any individual, group 
or institution. 

124. As stated In .paragraph 1 7 , the Government of Canada reports that no specific 
measures have been enacted by legislative authorities in these areas, since the 
entire intent of the Bill of Rights and Human Rights Acts is to ensure equal 
treatment in such matters as ... security of person. The Government adds that: 

"The Bill of Rights expressly prohibits any law of Canada being so 
applied that it imposes 'arbitrary detention, imprisonment or exile' or 
'cruel or unusual treatment or punishment'" 

1 2 5 . The Government of Australia has stated: 

"The Racial Discrimination Act provides fo.r the right to equality 
before the,law. In addition, the Human Rights Act gives effect in Australia 
to the International Covenant bn Civil and Political Rights, has provisions 
relating to speedy trial, •presuraptiôn of innocence, public trial, fair trial 
and post trial procedures,' Everyone is entitled to those procedures without 
distinction of any kind, such sà race, colour, sex, language, religion, 
political or other opinion, national or racial origin, property, birth or 
other status ...". 

126. The .Government has further stated : 

"All the Australian States and Territories have offences in their 
criminal legislation relating to assault and battery. Those provisions 
apply to all persons, without distinctions based on race or colour. 
Furthermore, the prerogative writ known as habeas corpus, applies in 
.Australia;. This writ commands that the person holding another in custody 
is required to produce or 'have the body' of that person before the Court. 
In addition to these protections of the-criminal law, there is the civil 
action of trespass, including assault,, battery and false imprisonment. 
A person who can establish trespass is entitled to recover damages from 
the defendant". 
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44/ Ramon César Bejarano, "Solucionemos el problema indigena: proteccidn 
de sus derechos", Diario ABC colour magazine, 26 May 1974-

1 2 7 . The information concerning Paraguay includes a reference to instructions 
by the Minister of the Interior setting standards of conduct for persons dealing 
with the- Guayaki Indians, with regard in particular to respect for their life and 

: : ; n c i ! . : ; , . An author c.ites the text of the instructions as follows; 

"I3.VI 57 : Order No. 301 of the Ministry of the Interior, containing 
instructions to the authorities to prevent the killing, maltreatment or 
abduction of the Guayaki." 44/ 

1 2 8 . The Anti-Slavery Society reports: 

"Two ethnic groups, the Ayoreo in the Chaco close to Bolivia and the 
Ache in Eastern Paraguay, seem to be in a specially precarious situation 
with regard to their fundamental'rights to security and protection: 

"AYOREO: In 1972 ... there were Paraguayan press reports about white 
settlers going out with their arms to 'take revenge ' on the Ayoreo. On 
29 June 1972, Bishop Maricevich of the Roman Catholic Episcopal Conference 
condemned the 'real persecution' directed against the Ayoreo and cited one 
recent example, v/hen more than ten were killed and others captured. In 
May 1975) in a book edited by the Marandu, project, 'the systematic 
genocide by the skin hunters of the Chaco against the Ayoreo Indians ' is 
condemned, and it is added that the Indigenous Affairs Department has done 
nothing against it.. Mr. John Renshaw, who stayed in Paraguay from July 
to September 1975 , writes of 'killings committed by Paraguayans*. 

"ACHE:. The acts of yiolehce committed against this ethnic group are 
documented in the publications: 'The Ache Indians - Genocide in Paraguay', 
IWGIA, Document No. 1 1 , Copenhagen, 1973; '-The Ache - genocide continues 
In Parapjuay % IWGIA Doc. No. 1 7 , Copenhagen, 1974. These documentations 
cover the period until May 1974- ' 

From 5 to 7 August 1974, a group of perhaps 8t9;.;Aché .is said to have 
been .rtraosported by. force and àgairiit their will f̂ Qt»; Arroyo Guasu (40 km 
1 ) 0 . " ' '• • ' '"' 

m iii 
This vjas confirmed to'me by letter^s'^from' Paraguay vjritteo-,by 
Mr. Anastasius Kotjimahn, 9 S%tember''1974V and,>by>l^.. M^^ Sardi, 
31 October 1974- These are recent proofs'of ' .violation .of human rights. 
In the same letter, Mr. Kohmann states that Mr. Pereira, a well known 
manhunter, "has organized new captures ... It is not impossible that 
Pereira has 18O or more Ache". 

"The British reporter Mr. Norman Lewis describes in the Latin American 
review Vision of 28 February 1975j how-he interviewed a Protestant 
missionary living at the Ache reservation Colonia Nacional Guayaki, who told 
him that people of the reservation 'had recently hunted for Indians ... 
Later on, we found further evidenëè that the manhunting continues with all 
force: a vroman injured by a bullet when she was brought to the camp, and 
at her side a tf5!^fified child^. The photograph of this scene was published 
by the Sunday ,Times of London,' 26 January 1 9 7 5 ' Other ethnic groups are 
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45/ Information provided on 5 September 1976 . 

46/ World Council of Churches, The Situation of the Indian in South America 
(Geneva; World Council of Churches, 1972), pp. 61-65. 

also victims of infringements against their basipihuman rights, although the 
available information is but sparse and usually; only arrives after a certain 
delay. According to the anthropologist Chase 3ardi, 1972, the Tomarxa in 
the Chaco are defending themselves against 'wrongs committed by the hunters', 
referring to attacks and killings. As for the Eenthlit (also called Lengua), 
Chase Sardi relates : 'The great majority of cattle ranchers do not allow 
Içidians even to cross their lands,, threatening to kill them if they do. 
We have seen scars of bullet wounds in many (Eenthlit) men who had followed 
game onto forbidden land without realizing it ... To kill an Indian is 
not considered a crime ... And when the armed guard expeditions pass 
through the zone ..., they (the Eenthlit) must give their women to the 
soldiers if they do not want to lose their own and their families « lives ' . 

'SîThere are many hints of a very widespread individual violence against 
ilmdians, : One example is confirmed by Mr. Albert Rieger, a German who visited 
the religious mission of San Leonardo at Laguna Escalante in the Chaco-
rtegion::;, A Nivaklé Indian who had rimbibed liquor, protested in a loud voice, 
against the Indian situation,* 20 ffey 1974- He was therefore violently; beaten 

' :by a misgionary, and,;finally b̂qundj to a pole. / When Mr:. Rieger protested 
(against this medieval, treatment, a collaborator of the mission answered him 
by; letter: 'If here in Escalante a noisy drunkard is fettered to a pole, 
this is certainly much more agreeable for the person .iin, question,; given the 
healthy and: fresh air we have here, than to be sitting in a badly smelling 
prison cell ' . I cite this common case as an example of the everyday 
atmosphere in relations with the indigenous population. , ' 

•'Another example, which took place in 1968, but never published, is the 
forced displacement of some 550 Emok (also called Toba). Accused of being 
cattle thieves (it turned out later that this was true only of a few 
isolated individuals), they were put on cattle lorries belonging to the 

. lArmy, by order of the Indigenous ..Affairs Department, to .be moved more than 
500 km to the east, into a region,completely alien to them. The forced 
transport was stopped by a missionary who convinced the military that they 
should let the Indians free, but .the latter have never been allowed to return 
to their ancestral areas." 45/ 

1,29. rAsi.an example of unfortunate events;that have happened in many parts of the 
world at different times, and without the inter$(:ion of singling out the country 
concerned, the following quotations relating to Colombia in bhe 1950s will be 
clear and explicit: 

"The spread of [Indian] massacres is justified by the killers oh^grdunds 
of the 'irrationality' of the Indians and the need to 'put a stop to what we 
regard as a plague'. This criterion-allows'them to-admit - as happened over 
the massacre of Cuivas i n i l 9 6 8 - to the murder of as- many as 40 'irrational' 
human beings in order to prevent or to punish?actual or, possible damage to 
private property, which is guaranteed by the National Constitution". 46/ 
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47/ News from Survival International, London, October 1974, No. 8, p.42. 

48/ H. O'Shaughnessy. 'iJhat Future for the Amerindians of South Amerifeia? 
(London Minority Rights Group, 1 9 7 3 ) , p . 5 -

"There is, unfortunately, no easy way of preventing ... [massacres] 
from occurring unless there- is someone working with the Indians in the 
field. When- it is oil or Government officials who are doing the shooting 
then effective action can usually be taken with adverse publicity; but 
when it is the local 'colonos* who use guns and knives in the frequent 
bar'brawls, then publicity can have little effect. Its only use is to 
.-force the authorities into bringing the criminals to trial, finding them 
-iguilty and giving them some punishment - this is no solution, but it 
. may make the whites think twice before they start shooting again. 

"We assume and hope that the Colombian authorities are taking the 
necessary steps to bring the culprits to trial.'' £ 7 / 

"Last year the Comité de Defensa del Indio in Bogota published 
En .Defensa de mi Raza by Manuel Quinbin Lame. Quintin Lame, who'wâs-''born 
in the Cauca valley in I883 of a fairly rich indigenous family with "a 
long and noble lineage, devoted much of his life to political action among 
the ; indigenous peoples from the moment'In 1910 when' hé was elected ' ' 
;(on, his-own evidence) 'Chief, Representative and General Deférfrfér of the 
indigenous .councils of Pitayo, JaiMbalo,- Tor ibid, Purabe,' PoblazoH', Cajibio 
and Pandiguando. He died in I9é7'and his book, written in self-taught 
.̂ Spanishv: .iis vclear indication of ' the settse Of racial pride still in the 
ihdigenbfus. peoples: of^ the Colombian Andes. Quintin Lame suffered more 
than three years in prison as a result of his agitation but was able to 
sustain a racial pride that had survived several centuries of foreign 
domination. 

"His labours., combined with those of Bonilla, Reichel-Dolmatoff and 
others, succeeded-in changing the climate of opinion in Colombia in favour 
of more humane attitudes towards the Indians, so that in 1972 - for the 
first time in Colombian history - a group of white farmers at Villavicencio 
were put on trial for the murder of a number of'aborigines. They were 
acquitted, on the grounds that they did not know they were doing wrong 
because they thought Indians were not human. But a retrial has been 
ordered." 48/ 

(Paras. 47 , 48 and 49 of the Summary relating to Colombia, prepared in connection 
with the support of the present study.) 
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49/ See paras. 42-46 and 128-150 above. 
50/;See paras. 128-15O above. 
51/ See para. 129 above. 

130. Again as an example and without the intention of singling out the country 
concerned, it may be mentioned here that in Guatemala several killings of 
indigenous people have been reported, for example in Panzds ( l 9 7 8 ) , in the 
Spanish Einbassy (1979) and insistent reports in recérit times concerning the 
north-western part of the country, in the context of the counter-insurgency 
operations of the armed forces (see paras. 29-50 of the Summary of information 
relating to Guatemala, prepared in connection with and support of the present 
study, as well as reports of the Working Group on Indigenous Populations on 
its first and second sessions contained in documents E/CN.4/Sub.2/1982/35 
and E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/1982/R.l and E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/22, respectively). 

(c) Some observations in this regard 

1 5 1 . It is evident that these are very important rights and freedoms, that should 
be fully guaranteed to indigenous populations in the same manner as to other 
segments of the population. -

1 3 2 . In several parts of this study 49/ mention has been made of instances in 
which these rights and freedoms have not been observed in their entirety and 
isolated cases or situations in which no respect has been shown for them 
at all. 50/ ; ' 

155,vThe courts of law have, unfortunately not always been beyond reproach.'5)^/ - ^ 
However, the best guarantees in domestic jurisdiction lie in an independent khd 
impartial ..judiciary bent on applying the law without distinctions to different 
sectors of society irrespective of whether the opinions and lawful activities Of 
persons or groups are liked or disliked by the other branches of government. ' 
All legal recourse procedures should be mobilized and used to guarantee to 
indigenous communities, organizations andrpersons, as well as to other sectors 
of society, the genuine effectiveness of these important rights and freedoms. 

1 3 4 . Of course, the activities developed by the indigenous populations themselves 
in defence?of their rights and freedoms are most important. To that end, . 
indigenous communities, organizations and persons need-the assistance'of experts 
in the law and its.enforcement. Clear knowledge of thé law and the fullest use 
of the legal assistance facilities and services available are essential. 
Appearing : in:court is costly and expensive. Legal assistance should bë availably 
to indigenous;populations for these and other lawful pjurposes, in accordance' 
with their needs. The next section of this chapter deals^with the information 
available on legal assistance schemes and programmes and their availability in ' 
practice.to indigenous populations. " ' 
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C. Legal Assistance 

1. Introductory rergarka-; ::• L , : 

155• There 43! increasing récognition in all system's of the^.necessity of providing^ 
legal assisfc^hce for people''iéhargîed with-bffence^^ 
contentious ̂ îpjjyïiJ;;ortibmmerd who wish to 
challenge, aqt&:-:̂ nd decisions of the "âdralnistratiyev:authorij:<yi or. other .public 
authorities,or of ficials. . This need is underlii;i;e$i ̂ by the .mviiftiplieity of actions, -
procedures ..and remedies which are theoretically available;-̂ -, • i i i . ; - ; 

1560 Large sectors of the population are affected in var.ipus ways, but. the impact ^ 
is particularly serious in the case of indigenous communities, organizations and 
individuals^ One very real problem is ignorance of the; law, despite the legal 
fiction that laws that have been duly promulgated and published are known to the 
p u b l i c o Anp.tiher. i-pii-oblem is lack of économie and financi^ resources to pay the, . 
costs of legail aetion. ./rhe State has reserved the jurisdictional function to ^ . 
itself and issues involving opposing interests must be taken to the State- .̂':--.r-;, 
established courts since the dispute can only be settled by a judicial decision, 
except l<ni cases where there is recourse to arbitration. 

137 One problem principally^^o•f concern to indigenous people is that there are 
few if any lawyers whose language and culture are those of the indigenous 
population and who are thus able, as explained earlier, fully to understand 
indigenous clients. Indigenous people must theriefore make use of the lawyers .who.; 
are availablci,;;.-,,These lawyers' professional; services have, to be-paid• for asnd in,. • 
very many cases indigenous people do not have enough mon.ey:to-do so.r;j;Lp;V«inçon̂ e.;>., ..i;,̂  
members of. the; noh-i.ndigençus .ppp.ulation are similarly affected in th€jji9friĉ t ̂  
economies. pre;yaiii.ng almpâ t.-;everywh,e,pe in the mcdern world, but they ara,not.,u#uali-y 
burdened by. .tha::,additicni§i,l dis,adv.antage3 of language and cultural differeoces,.;, .r , 
suffered by:.indigeEiou§;-peoplê ,. In the clrcumstanc^es, ways and, means will;,ha5?g:.i.tpi i-. ̂  
be found of making; the. necessary legal services available to everyone since, pe.rapns 
v/ithout the means to pay will otherwise be unable to obtain proper legal counsel. 

158» In recognition ; of these facts, schemes for free or inexpens ive legal a i d , 
have been introduce.d-throughout the world and States reduce or grant exemptiçsnS:;.. 
from judicial fees and other costs incidental to legal proceedings. 

13?-.Before considering the. legal aid services aGtualiy.avaiJ.able to indigenous . 
people, it may be^.useful and indeed necessary to offer a brief acepunt,of.the,efforts 
being m.ade to sp:̂ .ye these problems .by means; jpf programmes and';schemes ..for;, the 
population in gener§t.L. This general informajt4.,prî .,;Wlïl'focus tention,;,̂  1: • 
specific problems of conc'éVni-to this study which''are examine'd later, ;.ĝ f should 
be noted that the object is now to examine legal aid per se'j' but to consider some 
important aspects in the light of the information available for this study. 

2„ Recognition of the need for legal assistance 

140, It should be pointed out from the outset that the importance of having adequate 
legal assistance regardless of the expense involved has been recognized in'- explicit 
terms by the General Assembly of the United Nations, 

http://aGtualiy.avaiJ.able
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52/ Colombia, Denmark (Greenland), France (Guyane)Guyanav Indonesia, Jfapan, 
Lao People's Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Pakistan, Panama and Venezuela. 

53/ Argentina, Bangladesh, Bolivia, Costa Rica, É1 Salvador, Honduras, India, 
Nicaragua, Norway, Paraguay, Peru, Sweden and the United, States of America,. 

54/ For example, in Argentina, Bolivia and Paraguay. 

1 4 1 . Indeed, during its twenty-third session, the General Assembly adopted 
resolution 2449 (XXIII) on legal aid on 19 December 1968. In the fourth preambularx 
paragraph of the resolution, the General Assembly expressed its belief :"that there-
are cases where the individual's recourse to competent tribunals to. which; he hasja-. 
right of access is denied or hindered because of the lack of financial resoucce^ to 
bear the expenses; involved"* In paragraph 1 of the resolution the General MseinbJy: 

"Recommends Member States: 

(a) To guarantee the progressive development of comprehensiye systems ; j 
of legal aid to those who need it in order to protect their human rights and 
fundamental freedoms; 

(b) To devise standards for granting, in appropriate cases, legal or . r 
• professional assistance; . w ^ ; : 

(C) To consider ways and means, of defraying the expenses involved -iri: 
providing such comprehensive legal aid systems;. 

To consider taking all possible steps to simplify legal Procedures 
so as to reduce the burdens on the financial and. other resources,! of indivjLduals 
who/seek. legal redress ; : : o / / 

(e) To encourage co-operation among appropriate bodies making available,/ 
competent legal assistance to those who need it". 

142*. It will be noted .that although the General ' Assembly was aware of the "expenses; 
involved in providing such comprehensive legal aid systems" it considered action ; 
necessary in all parts of the world and recommended "a progressive development" 
of. such systems. • •• • ^ , : . : ; . : n r ; ; - .^•'^.( 

3' Scope and content of legal: assistance 

(a)^ Intrbductory remarks n h o -

1 4 5 . It is a well-known fact that in all countries, there are today schemes of 
one sort or another for legal assistance:which are oriented towards servicing 
those who need such assistance.It is impossible, however,'"to say anything in 
concrete terras about s.everal of the countries covered bŷ fthe present study, since : 
there is either no information at all or it is only very fragmentary and 
insufficient on the application of legal aid.schemes to indigenous people. 

144- There is no information whatsoever on any aspect of legal assistance as it 
applies to indigenous populations in several countries. 52/ -

1 4 5 . For several other countries there is no information, on any legal assistance 
programmes which may have been set up to serve indigenous populations in particular 
but only on general legal assistan&e schemes for all the population alike. 53/ 
Regarding some of these countries reference is only made to the relevant legal 
provisions concerning free legal assistance and the absence of judicial costs f o r — 
persons not present in court or indigent litigants in .civil, proceedings and for 
accused persons in criminal proceedings. 54/ 
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55/ As in Denmark, India, Norway' and Pakistan. 

56/ As in France. 

57/ The same is true in Chile, Nicaragua and Venezuela, 

58/ As in.Malaysia, Philippines, United States. 

59/ As in Finland, France and Sweden. 

146. In an effort tb̂  solve some of the problems created by the need to pay the 
lawyéF'à fëesy dourt ch and the cost of other legal formalities, prdvisloris^ 
have beerf'ihtrodtfeed' in many countries exempting (partially, temporarily or 
completely) accused persons or persons involved in civil actions who can prove ' 
irisufficîèricy of financial means from court charges. In virtually ail countries, 
arrahigéments of some sort are made to provide counsel for persona involved in • 
judicial (especially criminal) proceedings, who cannot afford to pay for counsel 
themselves or who cannot pay the full fees charged. 

(b) Court charges and other costs and exemption therefrom 

(i) Court charges and other costs 

1 4 7 . Court charges and formalities entailing" expenditure a**e usually involved in 
bringing a civil action, in appealing against the judgement of a court in a civil 
case and in enforcing constitutional guarantees concerning a fair hearing. ChargeSj-c / 
for civil actions or appeals ofteh- increase with the vëlue of the claim in dispute,— 
and the charges for civil appeals may be higher than those charged at first 
instance. 56/ In some countries of Latin America, there are no court charges as 
such, biit litigants in civil actibna must, in taking certain steps, use stamped 
paper, thé cost of which increases in proportion to the value of the matter in 
dispute. In several of the countries where the use of stamped papier is compulsory 
in civil actions, court charges also apply. Some of the requirements and expenses 
in quéëtidn are to be met before erabarkirig on proceedings. ' 

148. In some systems, a private person may initiate prosecution in certain 
specified cases. In order to initiate prosecution this private person may have to 
incur" certain expenses. 

1 4 9 ' According to Finnish law, a private person may initiate criminal proceedings. 
If the crime in question is of such a nature that only the person whose right has 
been violated has the initiating power, ihere is a similar-stamp tax and fee as 
in civil cases. 37/ This is also the procedure in other criminal cases of a 
special character if the public prosecutor has not exercised his powèî?; to initiate' 
the proceedings or has not intervened therein. 

(il) Exemption from court chargés in criminal proceedings --i 

150. In crtmirial casési there are in general no court chargea, biit such charges' 
may be levied when a convicted person appeals or whéh a' privarte person ini%iates^'' 
criminal proceedings. In many countries, however, no 'Charges arise in th^c^i^ë"^ '"-''i 
of an appeal. 58/ They may be waived in criminal proceedings if the private 
initiator proves he cannot afford them. 59/ In some countries hef must âlibroi't "to • • ̂  
the court a certificate signed by a justice of the peade àttèétlhg to ihi¥̂  itiabiliity5f= 
to pay the expenses entailed, and in Finland he must show that he cannot pay the 
costs of proceedings without relinquishing funds necessary' for his oWn mairiteriànee ̂  f 
or for his maintenance liabilities. In many other countries, the i n d i v i d u a l fillYiĝ ^ 
a complaint pays no charge if the public authorities undertake thé p»pdiâecUtidn-*i"-
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(iii) Exemption from court charges in civil proceëcllngs-

1 5 1 . In civil cases (including appeals), parties may in most countries be exempt 
from court fees, partially completely, or temporarily, if they can prove insufficiency 
of means; there is often a further requirement of evidence that the party has a 
reasonable prospect of success in litigation, or that the latter is of significance. 
Thus, in Sweden, any person who lacks the means to cover the costs of legal 
proceedings before a court or who, after having paid these costs, would lack the 
necessary means for his own support or for the fulfilment of his maintenance 
obligations, is - upon application - granted free litigation by the court. If the 
court finds that it would be of little importance for the applicant to have his case 
tried, he will, however, not be granted free litigation. 

1 5 2 , In Norway no court fees are chargeable in the case of disputes between landlord 
and lessee concerning rented houses, flats, or premises, paternity cases or actions 
brought by an employee against his employer, provided the Case has a connection with 
the employment relationship. 

(iv) Exemption from court charges in administrative and other proceedings 

153.. It would appear that the same rules discussed for civil proceedings would 
apply, mutatis mutandis, to administrative and other proceedings. 
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(c) Lawyer's fees and exemption therefrom 

(i) Lawyer's fees 

154- The need to pay lawyer's, fees, preyèhts' manypérè'oVls or communities from 
prct^ctingt^eir righté before' the civil"'courts'; or'âdWinistràtiVe tribunals and 
prevents p^hyr.afecused persons^ from d¥fen'd''ing'ythèin:belves properly. Constitutional 
and other proyisions which cohtWin guarantees'concerning a fair hearing'lose 
effectiveness if an individual'Is pre-véhtod by'financial factors from going to 
court to avail himself of those' guarantees;.• 

I 5 5 . Wiere no statutory or other limitatio'h has' been established on the fees 
which may be charged for various typèè^ of le.gal 'services, these problems are 
aggravated. Thl-sma:^ fp.rce_ certain litigapts to settle for the advice and 
services of \cpunseT, ot'k ' lëéé&- oompWèhdè' or'-'evëfi' put .litigatiorP-bôyond ti: 
peach entirely!"''llic<É#tâifety\â's'^ wlll-'tie able to tnëet- the 
eventual cost of a l e g a l action''oftW'prevents from enforcing their 
rights or compels them to accept a compromise which may not be just. 

1 5 6 . It-has-been stàtÀed" that̂ --tha''̂ ^̂  fees ̂ sométltoes charged, •.'by-lïâi.wyers is 
one of. the main, defects of pertain systems v/here lawyers ' fees are not regulated 
by the Government, axcep't XK'cËàes;^ that corae.'béfpriî'̂ tîhâ'-Supremo Court'. &&P ' 

1 5 7 . Another aspect that aggravates these difficulties and problems is a system 
prevailing in a few countries whereby one category of lawyers has a monopoly of 
advocacy before the higher courts and their professional services may be engaged 
by the individual only through a second category of lav;yers • 

1 5 8 . Thus, if a case is bo be heard in the higher courts this may call for the 
payment of fees to lawyers of both types. VJhen a case has already been conducted 
in the lower courts by a lawyer of the first cate.gory in order to conduct an appeal 
the cost may become particularly high. For example in most civil cases, a 
barrister must be instructed by a solicitor and may not deal directly with the 
client, while solicitors may not appear in the high court. 6 1 / 

159- Cases involving money in quantities exceeding a certain amount must go to 
the high court, unless both parties agree to resort to the county court (in 
which a solicitor could plead). 

6£/ Statement by the participant from India at the 19'?9 United Nations 
Seminar on judicial and other remedies against the illegal exercise or abuse of 
administrative authority, Peradeniya (Kandy), Sri Lanka, Report of the Seminar 
(ST/TAG/HR/4), p .45-

6 1 / As for instance in New Zealand. 

file:///cpunseT
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62 / .'See para. 154, abovo, 
63/ See paras. 155~i57, above. 
6j_/ Guatemala. A similar system exists in Denm.ark. 
65/ As in the United States. 

(ii) Regulation of lawyers' fees and other arrangements relating to such fees 

160. The very uncertainty of the cost of a legal action often prevents poor persons 
from enforcing their rights, Apart from any question of exemption.from court 
charges of indigent persons, the court charges for the various-types of civil-. 
action are in gonaral fixod by law. The greatest cause of uncertainty regarding 
the cost of bringing an action is the need to pay lawyers' fees. Ihis is 
aggravated where the lawyers' fees are -not regulated by the Government 62/ 
or where the possibility exists that a client might have to pay barristers and 
solicitors in a given case. 63/ 

1 6 1 . In some countries, certain rules regulate the determination of the 
lawyer's .foes, oven if only in the absence of an agreement between lawyer and 
client. 

162. In one country, lawyers' fees for professional services rendered are 
basically to bo freely agreed upon between client and lawyer. In the absence 
of an agreement or in case of dispute, the fees are to ba determined by the 
courts in conformity with the statutory official tariffs of lawyers' fees. 
The Bar .association may be called upon by the interasted parties to make a 
fair estimate of the foes to bo paid in specific cases. 64/ 

1 6 3 . Although not legal in some co-antries, in others lavîyers may accept cases 
on a contingency basis; this system operates to assist persons who might 
otherwise not be able to litigate. The feo paid depends o-n.. the result of ••• 
the case, §3^/ 

(iii ) Le.gal assistance in criminal proceedings 

164. .apart from the non-dxistonce or possible waiver .of court charges in 
connection vfith criminal proceedings, many countries provido the accused with 
counsel free of charge. The manner in...which such legal aid is given and its 
scope vary considerably from country to co-untry. ' '. . 
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66/ The threfci groups here discussed were established in Mr. M.A. Abu Rannat'S 
Study of Equality in the Administration of Justice,(United Nations Publication 
Sales Ho, E .71.XIV„5), p. 146. i""""" 

67/ The methods of furnishing counsel providt,'d by the State have been 
described as follows by a scholar : 

"Counsel may be selected: (a) by the court, with thb selection at its 
discretion, and the appointment often going zo a lawyer v/ho happens to ba in the 
courtroom when the need arises; or (b) by the courV/, from, a list of attorneys 
who may be volutjteers or from a list which includes all members of the local bar 
who arc then selected in turn or from a list compiled by tht courtb in consultation 
with the President of the Bar Association or from a panel established 
independently by a professional organization; or (c) the selection of counsel 
may be delegated to a professional body such as a bar association; or (d) the 
defence may be entrusted to a State-maintained judicial assistance service or a 
'public defender' who serves as a full-time elected or appointed State-paid 
defence counsel; or (e) the defence may be provided by an organisation which 
is politically independent of the Stat.; and supported by private contributions 
or charities. Counsel appointed by the court undvrr paragraphs (a) or (b) above 
may or may not be paid by the Stato for their work.'' Vlorkin.v; Paper E prepared 
by Mr. Caleb Foote for the United Nations Semin-̂ ir on the Protection of 
tîuman Rights in Criminal Law and Procedure, Manila, February--March, 1958, p-30. 

63y Designation of counsel by the court ia al.:io applied in, for instance; 
Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Denmark (fees are fixed by th;.- tribunal and 
paid by the State), Ecuador, El Salvcidor, Finland (fees are paid from public 
funds). Guatemala, India (in capital case^;, Japan, the Lao People's 
Democratic Republic, Malaysia (limited to capital offences), New Zealand, Nicaragua, 
Pakistan (capital offences only), the Philippines, Sweden (feu is paid from 
public funds), the United States and Venezuela. 

1 6 5 . tirrangements made for .lygal aid in criminal castis fall into three main 
types. 66/ 6 j / more than one of v/hich often appear in the same country; 

166. First type of arrangement. Designation by the, court of specific lawyers, 
v 7 h o are not in the Government service, to act in specific cases. Criminal 
courts may grant f r e e legal assistance to an accused person appearing before 
it, if it appears to the court that his means are insufficient to tenable him to 
obtain the services of counsel at his own expense, and it is desirable in the 
interests of justice that he should have fret! legal aid to prepare and conduct 
his defence. 68/ 

1 6 7 . The accused may choose a lawyer from th'.; pa.nel of thosc; willing to act in 
legally aided casas. Whara free legal aid has been granted, the foes of counsel 
and othur costs incurred in the conduct of the défonce, are paid out of public 
funds. An accused person whether in custody or not may apply for legal aid 
by letter. The accused may also apply to the magistrate on being brough'c 
before him. 
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69,/ Ibid. 

70/ In addition to the examples that follovi.', these services appear in, 
for instance: Canada, India, Norway, f^kistan, and the United States of America, 

168. The magistrate or judge may also offer the accused legal aid without 
application. The preference of the accused as to choice of lawyer is followed 
where pos3ible.:69/ • 

1 6 9 . In France, the presence of a counsel for the defence is mandatory once 
the accused has requested it. The official appointment of a lawyer is made by 
the Bâtonnier of the^ Order of Avocats or by the President of the Court. The 
lawyer so appointed to serve in the case is not entitled to payment from his 
client. 

170. Second type of arrangement. Services provided by bar associations, law 
societies, legal aid societies, trade unions, or other bodies,with or without 
financial aid by the Government and without any designation by the courts or 
the Government of specific lawyers to serve in specific cases, 70/ 

1 7 1 . In Chile, there are Consultorios juridicos gratuites para pobres (Free 
legal advice bureaux for the poor), established and maintained throughout the 
country by the Bar Association. Qualified lawyers are employed on a full 
time basis by the Bar Association for these Consultorios and law students who 
have completed their studies in law school are required by statute to serve a 
term of several months in one of these Consultorios before they can receive their 
degrees. 

1 7 2 . In Guatemala, the law schools of the University of San Carlos de Guatemala 
maintain, under the name of Bufete Popular, offices which are established to 
provide free legal assistance to persons of insufficient means who ask for it, 
and to provide training to law students. In order to determine which cases to 
accept, the Bufete Popular has the assistance of the Advanced School of Social 
Service. Law students who have completed their courses on civil and criminal 
procedure are required by statute, and as a scholastic requirement, to serve 
without pay in the offices of the Bufete Popular and to complete a certain 
number of assigned tasks involving representation in court. Students render 
their services free of charge and under the direction of certain professors and 
of qualified- lawyers with extensive and successful trial experience who are 
employed by the law schools for the Bufete Popular, Upon completion of their 
assignments students are given a certificate of fulfilment which together with 
other certificates enables them to take the corresponding tests in trial 
procedure courses. 

173• Third type of arrangement. Provision of services by lav/yero employed by 
the Government for the purpose. Offices of public defenders are found in many 
parts of the United States. The public defender is appointed by State or local 
authorities and is a full-time salaried lawyer. Generally, he employs 
additional salaried lawyers on a full-time or part-time basis. 
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i 7 4 - In areas where this system is in operation, if a defendant in a criminal 
prosecution cannot afford to retain a lawyer, the public defender will bo 
assigned by the court to defend him. The staff of public defender offices 
may be selected through civil service procedures, appointed by the judiciary 
or the appropriate local officials, or elected. 

175° Public defender- systems are financed by public funds. In soma instances, 
tney are treated in the same manner as other government institutions and submit 
a yearly budget to the proper appropriating body. Others operate on a fixed 
retainer .basis, the public defender being paid a yearly salary or fee for his 
services and being expected to finance his office expenses from his 
compensation^-.. 7T7-,727" 

1 7 6 . In Mexico, statutory provisions require the High Court to appoint defence 
lawyers to represent persons accused of criminal offences. 

1 7 7 . In a few countries legal aid in criminal cases .la available without, proof 
of financial need. In France, any person appearing before a court is entitled 
to the a.3sistance of an avocat. He may choose his own defence counsel or ask the 
court to appoint counsel officially, in v;hich case he incurs no expense and is 
not required to prove that his financial means are insuffici-ent for the purpose. 
In Sv/eden, in criminal matters, the court takes into account only the applicant's 
need of legal assistance against the background of the charges preferred against 
him. The financial position of the applicant is not taken into account; 
persons in good circumstances.may thus also obtain a public defence counsel. 73/ 

178- In most countries, however, the accused must shovj that ho is unable to pay 
a lawyer's fee, in order to receive free legal aid, and in some countries, 74./ 
there may be the. further requirement of showing that the pr-ovision of aid is in 
the interests of justice. 

1 7 9 . Provisions making counsel mandatory in certain criminal cases 75,/ 'Tîay run 
counter to the accused's right to defend himself in person, but for those accused 
who would prefer to be defended by counsel such provisions help since the court 

7 1 / Similar ..offices are those of the F'ublic Curator in Qjeonsland, .Australia, 
of the Public Solicitor- in Victoria,. .Australia, .and of the Ribllc Defender in 
Nev; South Wales, Australia. 

72/ The Government also employs lawyers for the free defence pf the poor in 
criminal cases in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, .El Salvador, Guatemala, 
Mexico, Paraguay and Venezuela. 

73^/ The situation is similar in Denmark. 
74/ For instance, Australia. 
75/ In Italy representation by counsel is compulsory in all but the mcst 

minor civil, criminal and administrative cases; it has been said that the reason 
for this is that the lack of objectivity of the layman involved would prejudice 
his success. 
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76./ As in France, Japan and Sri Lanka. 
77/ As in France. . 
78/ As in Australia, Cinada and the United States. 
79_/ As in Australia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Finland 

(fees arc; paid from public funds), Guatemala, Hev; Zealand, Nicaragua, Sweden,, ,. 
the United States and Venezuela. 

80/ , & 3 in Argentina, Chile, Ecuador, ,G1 Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, 
,feraguay and the United States. 

81/ As in France. 

appoints a lawyer if the accused does not or cannot. Such provisions apply 
-TiODt commonly vràan the allegations are of serious, espocially capital, offences; ^61 
and v.;hen the accused is a minor, deaf or mute, or mentally unsound. 77./ 

(iv) Legal assistance in civil proceedings 

l 3 0 . In civil cases, various procedures exist to furnish counsel free of charge to 
litigants vîho are unable to pay counsel's fees. They fall into four main 
categories, more than one of which may appear in the same country: (a) provision 
of aid by bar associations, law societies, legal aid societies, trade unions, 
associations and other bodies, with or without aid from the Government and 
without any designation by the courts or the Government of specific l.av>;yers to 
serve in the specific cases, "VàJ (b) designation by the courts of specific .. 
lawyers (not in governraent service) to act in specific cases; 7_9/ (c) provision 
of services by lawyers eraployed by the Government for the purpose ; 8_0/ 
(d) designation of a lav;yer by a professional organ (or officer thereof) at the 
request of the court or Government. 8 l / 

l 8 l . Examples of the first type of arrangement are to bo found in Chile, the 
Consultorios juridicos gratuites, and in Guatemala, the offices of the 
Bufete Popular, which render free legal assistance in civil inatters equivalent: 
to that described in relation to criminal matters in paragraphs 1 6 3 - 1 7 0 . In 
Ecuador, a Consultorio Jurxdico Gratuite grants legal assistance free of charge 
to persons of insufficient means in civil and administrative matters. The 
Consultorio Jurfdico Gratuite is a dependency of the law school of the Central 
University of Quito; it operates in accordance with guidelines given by the 
University Council and under rules established by the law school. The Director 
of the Consultorio, a university professor, is in charge of the organization and 
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co-ordination of its activities. Four qualified lavjyers.head the Consultorio. 
v;hich provides students and now graduates who need the practice v/i.th an 
opportunity to work under proper guidance. 

1 8 2 . The second type of arrangement is'always applied"when exemption from 
court charges has been allov^ed. 

1 8 3 . Lhder the.third.type of arrangement, lawyers employed by the.legal aid 
bureaux receive a salary from the State. Legal assistance is made available 
by application made in person to the legal aid bureau in the applicant's 
district, accompanied by a certificate from the social welfare office "in the 
applicant's.district, giving details of, the property, means (if any) and 
dependants of the applicant. An applicant is required, bo show that he has 
reasonable grounds for bringing or defending the proceedings and that his causa 
of action or defence has a reasonable ahanco of success, A .lawyor is assigned 
to represent an assisted person by the legal aid bureaux on a rotation system. 

184. Certain provisions existing in Costa .Rica and in Mexico would fall under 
the third type of arrangement. In-these Countrios there.is no organized plan 
enabling-persons of limited ; resources.to obtain either free or reduced-cost 
legal advice or legal aid in civil proceedings. In Costa Rica, legal advice 
and legal, aid are available toisiich persons in proceedings concerning family 
law and to minors and mentally deficient persons in all civil proceedings 
through, a Government financed organization known as the "atronato Nacional de 
la Infancia", In- Mexico there are statutory provisions requiring the • • 
High Court to nominate special defenders o f the poor in each district whose 
function is to advise and represent poor people .in civil proceedings.. 

1 8 5 . An example of the fourth type of arrangement is to bo found in France, 
where legal aid is a public service, but costs the State nothing because the 
officiers ministériels and the avocats give their services free of char.ge without 
any remuneration whatsoever. T'.̂o conditions must bo satisfied; firstly, the 
applicant must have insufficient moans, except in cases of military pension 
claims and compensation claims resulting from industrial accidents, when le.gal 
assistance is granted as of right; secondly, he must be making proper use of 
a legal right; only responsible and reasonable applications are .granted. In 
general, legal assistance is granted liberally and the field of application is 
very broad : brin.giag of an action or defence against an action before any 
court whatsoever «=• civil, criminal or administrative - at v;hatover level: court 
of first instance, appeals court, or Court'of 'Cassation, Legal assistance may 
be granted, in any case, to all persons 'who are prevented by lack of means 
from exercising their rights in legal proceedings either as plaintiffs or a s 
defendants. Eligibility for legal aid is determined by a board attached to 
the'--courts of main instance, .-.and. .for the appeals courts and the Court of 
Cassation by a board set up at the seat, of the court,..,., . Eetrsons seeking legal 
aid submit an application to that effect to the Procureur.de la République . 

http://Procureur.de
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189. In some countries, assi,Btance by counsel is made mandatory and provided 
free in certain civil cases, as in Denmark, in matr3,monial cases where the 
defendant is unrepresented, in paternity cases and in cases concerning the' 
deprivation of liberty by administrative decree, and in France, in litigation 
relating to pensions and accidents at work. , 

(v) Legal assistance in administrative and other proceedings 

190. In some countries, legal aid is available in administrative and other 
proceedings, 86/ usually on a basis similar to that applying to civil 
proceedings. 

82 / Including El Salvador and rtexico, 
83./ See para.. 185 above, 
84/ As in France. 
85/ Various of these are excluded from schemes operative in Australia and 

in Malaysia. 
86/ A.?, in Ecuador, E3. Salvador, France, Norway, the Rnilippines, Sweden, 

and the United States of America. 

of their local court, who forwards it to the appropriate board.. If aid 
is granted, the decision is conveyed by the ,Procureur do. la,fiép3J.blique bo 
the president of the court concerned, who then asks the Bâtonnier of the 
Order of Avocats, the President of the Chambre des Avoués, and,, the. 
Syndic dos Huissiers to appoint the avocat, the avoué and the huissier. 

186. In some countries = 82_/ public defender offices provido free le.gal aid 
in labour matters. In Para,guay, there is a General'Defender of Minors, 
who acts before all courts of law. 

187. In ,France, in certain kinds of civil proceedings, the court iS required 
by lav7 to appoint an avocat. 83 / In most countries, how'over, assistance is ' ' 
granted on proof of financial need; there may also be^a further requirement 
of proof that the applicant has reasonable grounds for asserting or diisputiag • 
the claim in question. 84./ 

188. Certain types of civil action are sometimes excluded frô,m'the coverage 
of legal aid, including actions for defamation, divorce and breach of:promisc 
of marriae^a. 85_/ The object of those .exclusions, as v;eil as those of certain 
procedures for debt collection, is "to avoid a large number of unmerited claims 
over trivial matters". A scheme in operation in Victoria, Australia, 
normally excludes divorce- actions on the ground that they involve not legal 
rights but voluntary chan.ges in status. 
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(d) Application of legal assistance schemes and programmes 

(i) Introductory remarks 

1 9 1 . In all of the countries covered in the present study there is some form of 
legal assistance or aid programme or scheme with the avowed purpose of giving legal 
advice and legal aid to those who neeô. it. Although there are few differences in 
the formal definition of those v;ho need legal assistance, the practical 
implementation of these programmes lea.ves much to be desired as far as the most 
vulnerable and destitute sectors of society are concerned. This, compounded by 
inefficient or.unsuitable interpretation and translation systems in connection 
with court proceedings, poses serious problems to indigenous populations and other 
needy groups, as will be discussed below. 

192. It is considered useful to transcribe some of the statements made by 
Governments or non-govemmenta,l organizations regarding the systems of legal aid 
prevailing in many countries for which information is available in these respects. 
It should be pointed out that the essential aspects of most systems, schemes and 
programmes of legal assistance have been described in a publication containing data 
arranged according to established categories and classes of legal assistance in the 
different judicial proceedings existing in these countries. 87/ 

(ii) Genera,! undifferentiated schemes and programmes 

193* Provisions for. legal assistance are generally made in statutory lav;. There 
are, hovrever, .a few countries 88/ in which provisions for legal assistance have 
been included in the Constitution. 

194. Thus, in Brazil, the Federal Constitution provides: 

"Art. 1 5 3 : 

"Paragraph 32. Judicial assistance shall be granted, to the needy in 
such form as prescribed by la,w. " 

195. In accordance with article 153 paragraph 15 of the Constitution "the lai-r 
shall assure accused persons of full defence, with the recourses inherent therein. 
There shall be no privileges at la.w and no exceptional courts". 

196. Paragraph 30 of the sajne article also includes the following provision: 

"Every person shall be assured the right to make representation to ajid 
to petition the public powers in the defence of rights or against buses 
of authority". 

87/' Directory of lê ral aid and advice facilities available throughout the 
world, published by the International Legal Aid Association (London-New York, I 9 6 6 ) , 
loose-leaf. 

88/ Por examplo, : J ; azAl, India an" ^ar'.namo. 
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89/ JJan;c;ladGsh, Canada, Finland and Sweden. • -
90/ Canada states this in explicit terms. See, however, the reference to 

native court workers and other arrangements devised to give legal assistance to 
indigenous people, in paragraphs 229-231? below, 

9jy..; Finlanc! and Sweden, 

197. According to article 37 of the Constitution of India, the "Directive 
Principles of State Policy" included in the' Constitution are "fundamental in the 
governance of the country" and it is "the duty of the State to apply these 
principles in making laws". The Directive Principles includes 

"59A. Equal .justice and free legal aid - The State shall secure 
that the operation of the legal system promotes justice, on a basis of 
equal opportunity, and shall, in particular, provide free legai aid, 
by suitable legislation or schemes or in any other way, to ensure that 
opportunities for securing justice are not denied to any citizen by 
reason of economic or other disabilities." 

198. Article 1 1 of the Constitution of Suriname provides; 

" 1 . Everyone ma,y obtain assistance in legal proceedings. 

' " 2 . Rules concerning the grant of legal assistance to those less 
able, to pay.shall be laid down by statute." 

199. Several Governments 8_2/ ^'^s furnished general information concerning legal 
assistance schemes and programmes existing within their countries. In all these 
countries legal assistance programmes and schemes are the saifle for all, 90/ 
Some of them 9 1 / state explicitly that there are no speciai schemes for indigenous 
populations. 

200. The Government of Bangladesh states; 

"The provisions for legal assistance, the right to request it and 
the conditions under which it is granted or made'available, are the same 
for all citizens of the country. In Bangladesh,' all citizens are equal 
before the law and are entitled to equal protection of law," 

201. The Canadian Government states: 

"Programmes of legal assistance (Legal Aid) are applied eqp,ally to 
the indigenous and non-indigenous segments of the population, 

"A programme of Legal Aid in Canada is conducted under provincial 
auspices except in the Yukon-and Northwest Territories where a'Federal 
Legal Aid Programme is in operation. The programmes are all designed 
to assist low-income persons, but not specifically those of native, 
white or ethnic origin. They provide the services of a lawyer in 
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counselling'a client, preparing a case and presenting it in court. 
There is a scale of fees according to ability to pay in some instances; . 
much of the service is provided free to the client. Limitations on the-
availability of Legal Aid are due to the restricted number of lawyers 
wo3:king under this scheme^throu^gh^ the B Associations s where 
distinctions have to be made, they are "oh the'basis'of the seriousness 
of the offence; serious criminal cases will receive the assistance 
of a lawyer's services regardless of ability of pay. Some civil 
offences may also receive assistance." 

202. The Government of Sweden states; 

"Legal assistance is obtainable free of charge through public legal 
aid offices after a means test. , 

• ̂ 'The right to obtain pubj.ic lege.! assistance at public expense has 
been provided for in respect of cases concerning the application of the 
Aliens Act, In such cases Counsel may also be appointed ex officio. 
•Gàmpulsory assistance has. not been prescribed in any administrative 
matters., ̂  • ,. ̂  . ; 

"Any person who lacks the means to coyer the costs of the legal .• ,, 
proceedings before a court or who, after ha,ving paid these costs, would . 
lack the necessary means for his own support or for the fulfilment of his 
maintenance obligations is - upon application - granted free litigation 
by the court. If the court finds that it would be of little importance 
•for the applicant to have his case-tried, he will, however, not' be granted 
free litigation. The rules governing free litigation are applicable both 
in civil and criminal cases as well as. in connection with, for instance, 
preliminary'- investigations in criminal cases. 

"A party who has been granted free litigation is also exempt from 
such fees to the public as may otherwise be charged in the proceedings; 
all his own- necessary outlays are, moreover, paid fram public funds, 

"If the party cannot himself or with the aid of someone else 
properly take care of his own interests during the proceedings, the court 
may, upon "application, appoint someone to assist him; the remuneration 
for such assistance is paid from public funds. In criminal cases; counsel 
has the position of a public defence counsel." , 

The Government continues: 

"The formalities required are not very burdensome and depend mainly, 
on what the application documents contain, No one is compelled to have 
recourse to legal assistance, but most people do so for obvious reasons. 
For anyone who has been granted the benefit of free legal proceedings 
the court as a ru.le recommends legal assistance» There shall be 
appointed for this purpose a barrister or other person v/ho has passed-à 
,,, test prescribed for ,,. the office of a judge and is found to be 
qualified for the assignment. The costs for such legal assistance are 
met out of public funds. It should also be mentioned that a court's 
chancery staff assists the public with advice and information, inter alia, 
regarding the drawing up of applications to be sent to the court. For 
obvious reasons, however, such assistance is confined to supplying foiros 
to be filled in, also to technical advice and suggestions as to how to word 
a formal application." 
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:05. The Government has further stated that; 

"No programmes of legal assistance haA-e been set up specifically 
for the Lapps and the Pinnish-speaking population in northern Sweden, but 
they are entitled to legal assistance-under the same conditions as other 
Svredish citizens." 

204. The Finnish Government states that "programmes of legal assistance apply 
to all equally without any d.iscrimination •-; i. ". 

205. Regarding legal assistance in the administration of justice, the Government 
states; 

"A trial free of charge can be granted to anyone, including a Lapp, 
if he cannot pay the costs of the proceedings without relinquishing funds 
necessary forihis own maintenance or for fulfilling his maintenance 
liabilities. The court may also, at the request of such a person ajid, 
if possible, following his choice, order a practising lawyer to assist 
him at the pa?;oceëdings. The lav^er's fee shall then be paid from State 
funds. More detailed provisions on this system are embodied in the Act 
on Trial without Costs of 6 May I955 No. 2 1 2 " . 

206. The Government has further stated that; 

- "There are no programmes of legal assistance set up to serve solely the : 
Lapps. Since Lappish is not an official langu.age of the countiy, 
interpretation at the State's expense is arranged before the courts 
and administrative authorities when needed". 

207. The Special Rapporteur did not have specific information on the availability 
and adequacy of existing schemes and programmes of legal- aid in the northern part 
•of the country as compared to the rest of the country. It should be noted, 
though, that according to Act No. 88 of 2 February 1973 "^.11 communes are to 
offer legal aid services to their inhabitants". 

208. In some countries 92/ legal assistance schemes are the same for all 
throughout the respective territories. Some special attention seems, however, 
to have begun to be paid to the problems confronted by Indigenous peoples (in 
Costa Rica and New Zealand) or the legal aid provided particularly in tribal 
districts (in India). • -

209. According to the Government of India 

"Free legal aid is provided particularly in tribal districts and 
tribal areas through public prosecutors ajid through lawyers appointed 
specifically for the purpose. In fact, a panel of lawyers is appointed 
in a tribal district so that they can''follow'-the cases. Financial ' 
provision is made in the budget for the-free legal aid. Though the 

••• free legal aid principle would apply to both tribal and non-tribal 
segments of society, in point of fact more care is being taken to ensure 

92/ As for example in Costa Rica, India and New Zealand. 
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93/ Information provided on 30 May I983.. 

94/ "Noticiero Indigenista", America Indigena, vol. XXXVI, No. 1 , pp. 188-189. 

its applicability to the scheduled tribes. On the planning and development 
side, funds are being earmarked separately from the Central and State 
Plans I similarly, fuxids are separately-earmarked for free legal aid to 
the scheduled tribes. Thus, there is 'protective discrimination'in favour 
of the scheduled tribe people." 9^/ . "•. 

210. In Costa Rica the arrangements for the provision of legal aid apply to. the 
whole population on a basis of equality without explicit discrimination of any 
kind to the disadvantage of the indigenous populations. The Government states: 

"There are no legal aid schemes specifically for the benefit of 
the indigenous populations. Provision of this kind is to be made in 
1978 through CONAI." 

2 1 1 . In 1976 it was reported that in dealing vàth the principal problem affecting 
the indigenous communities, the loss of their lands: 

"... the assistance of the College of Lawyers is already available for 
the purpose of submitting the claims of indigenous people throughout 
the country to the courts. To assist .in solving these problems, the 
National Indigenous Affairs Commission will have a central office to 
deal with these matters." 94/ 

212., In reply to the Special Rapporteur's request for information whether legal 
aid is prçvided free or at a reduced cost, whether the lawyers concerned have 
special knowledge of indigenous affairs and whether,such professional services 
have been placed on a formal and systematic footing/- the Government stated in 
1979 that: 

"In answer to these questions it can be stated • that : Since 1978,-CONAI 
has engaged a lawyer, specializing in indigenous law (on a part-rtime basis), 
who provides legal advice for the protection of. indigenous rights-: 
specified in the laws in force. The indigenous people visit the central 
offices of CONAI to explain their case and the lawyer provides advice and 
drafts petitions and applications to preserve theiy rights, in particular 
rights connected with the defence of their land, lîhç: professional services 
are paid for by CONAI from its own budget". 

213. The Government added, also in 1979, that: 

"There are no indigenous lawyers, but there are a few non-indigejaous 
attorneys who take sxi interest in the cause of the aboriginal peoples 
and are ready to provide.their specialist knowledge for thé defence of 
their rights". 

214. In New Zealand,, the-legal aid system is applicable to all eind no special 
schemes have been provided for I4aori litigants or defendants. The system does 
not appear to.afford, in practice, the same protection to Maoris and to non-Maoris. 
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"A study of the situation in the last tvro years has revealed that in 
practice,, although legal aid is available, an undue proportion of Maoris 

.^ • appea,ring before the courts do not avail themselves of the opportunity to 
apply for legal aid, Tliis is particularly so in the case of young offenders. 
Last year the Gcîvernment referred -the question to. an interdepartmental' 
committee,, v/ith Maori representation, to recommend ways of improving the 
provision of legal aid. 'The recommendations of that committee are now being 

•-examined by.the.Government, which is considering improvements in the form 
either of duty solicitors paid'by the State or of public defenders. 
Whatever form is adopted will certainly be of benefit to all Maori persons 
needing assistance of this kind." 

217. Reference has been made above ^ 6 / to the fact that the Maori Affairs 
Department provides the services of Maori social workers-in large urban centres. 

218. The services provided by the Legal Defence Office maintai.ned in Wellington 
by the Nga Tamatoa, a Maori organization, v/ith some finajicial help from the 
Nevj- Zeala,nd Government, have also been mentioned. _22/ • ' 

95/ Information provided orally during the Special Ra,pporteur ' s official 
visit 'to New Zealand in 1973; and later confirmed in vrriting. 

06/ See para. 9 ? . - • .. ' 

07/ See paras. 98 and 99, a'cove. 

215. The Citizen's Association for Racial Equality states: 

"In theory free legal aid available to Europeans is equally available to • 
Maoris, though the latter often fail to make use of it through i^orance 
of their rights, or shyness. No special programmes of legal assistance., 
have been.-set up, though recently Maori Welfare Officers have been taking 
' à'watching brief in some Magistrates' Courts." _ 9 ^ 

216. The Government has stated: 

"No distinction is made in Nev; Zealand law between citizens of different 
races in '.relation to treatment before tribunals and other organs 
administering justice. 

"There has recently however been a good deal of public discussion in 
New Zealand relating to the proportion of Maori persons appearing in 
court without being represented by counsel. 

"For a number of years the Maori and Isla-nd Affairs Department 
administered a fund with which arrangements could be ma-de for. any Maori 
accused person to have his legal fees paid. These costs were refundable 
where the accused person was able to meet them, but were written off if 
this was not possible. 

-•;-','The above scheme was abandoned after the passing of .the Legal Aid 
Act 1969» This Act applies to all citizens and provides that any person 
appearing before any court or other judicial tribunal may a,pply for le^l 

;!'aid -in,-presenting his case, whether in civil or criminal proceedings, in 
all courts, including courts of appeal and the Ma,ori Land Court.,:-
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"To authorize trial lawyers of the Commission to assist indigent members 
of the cultural communities accused in criminal oases involving their 
landholdings," 

222. According to a source, 98/ in 1973 the Commission on National Integration 
furnished the following legal assistance in accordance with the provision quoted 
in the preceding paragraph: 

"The legal arm took charge and completed a total of 1 ,279 actions, 46 of 
which x̂ fere criminal and civil court cases, 25 per cent were review and approval 
of private conveyances, encumbrances real property, and 99 Xsd to the 
certification of pasture land applications. Countless cases of legal advice 
and counselling help to the ignorant, illiterates and indigents. 

- Handling of civil, criminal, and administrative cases. 

- Sending of communications to private individuals, goyernment agencies, 
field offices and other divisions,'sections• 

- Approval of conveyances and encumbrances. 

-Certification of pasture application." 

223, In the case of some countries (Chile and Mexico), government information is 
only available regarding the special services organized for the indigenous 
populations and it has been impossible to obtain information regarding the way the 
schemes work in practice. 

98/ Report of the Commission on National Integration 1973, Quezon City, 1973» 
pp. 1 7 - 1 8 , 

(ill) Special schemes..for indigenous populatioiis 

2 1 9 . In Brazil the Statute of the Indian, Act No. 6OOI provides: • 

"Art. 37 . The tribal groups or native-communities are legitimate parties 
for the defence of their rights in justice, and in this case they are entitled 
to assistance from the Federal Public Prosecutor or from the Indian Protection 
Agency," 

220. This is to be read in conjunction vjith article 1 of Act No, 6OOI which 
establishes in its sole paragraph that "the protection of the laws of the country 
is extended to the Indians and native communities in the same terms as it applies to 
other Braziliansj safeguarding national usages, customs and traditions, as well as 
the particular conditions recognized in this law," 

2 2 1 . In the Philippines, Republic Act No, 1888 stipulates: 

"SECTION 4 , The Commission shall have the following powers, functions, and 
duties : 
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224. The Government of Chile stated (1975) that: 

"Each year the Institute prepares a legal aid programme for the 
2,121 undivided indigenous communities in the provinces of Arauco, Bio Bio, 
Malleco, Cautin, Valdivia and Qsorno, in which there are 24 departmental 
courts. This assistance is provided as follows: 

"(a):. The legal or judicial aid programmes are applicable in all the 
regions mentioned in which there are indigenous populations or indigenous 
community members, who in general have rights of co-ownership of community 
land ; 

"(b) The services available and- used by them are oral consultations and 
written reports with a view to the resolution of legal or judicial questions; 
the authorization of contracts for the alienation of claims and rights 
belonging to'co-owners in indigenous lands; the authorization of contracts 
for-leasing the ownership rights^of co-owners, and share cropping contracts; 
the authorization of gifts of land for educational, religious, social or 
sports'purposes ; the authorization of forestry contracts; the institution 
of proceedings against individuals improperly occupying indigenous community 
land to obtain its restitution; handling of administrative procedures of 
indigenous communities -at the request of the majority of the community . 
members; the preparation of cases in the courts of law in which indigenous 
people are parties, in matters relating to the administration, use and 
enjoyment of indigenous lands, 

"In preparing cases the lawyer must take the testimony of witnesses 
and where necessary obtain a plan prepared by a surveyor employed by the 
Service and a socio-economic report and assemble all the material required 
to enable the judge to come to a decision. 

"Similarly in dealing with contracts for the alienation of the rights 
of co-owners of indigenous lands, a surveyor is sent to measure the land 
in respect of which rights ond shares exist, and it is ascertained 
whether the buyer lives and works in the community. A contract of sale 
bearing the authorization of the INI is drawn up and sent to the office of 
the'notary for signature by the parties. A notarized copy is made and 
included in the file of the community. 

"(c) The Service employs seven lawyers, all full-time, to assist 
members of indigenous communities, based in the various offices maintained 
by the Service. Members of indigenous communities are free to choose lawyers 
outside the Service, but this does not happen in practice. Members of the 
communities do not make use of the services of the College of Lawyers which 
are also provided free. They all avail themselves of the Service's lawyers; 

"(d) ... 

"(e) The Executive Director, the regional supervisors and the lawyers 
themselves ; 

"(f) All assistance given by the Institute is free''. 
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225. With regard to legal assistance services especially provided for indigenous 
people, the Government of Mexico reported: 

There are special programmes in this field: 

"The legal aid programmes of the Institute Nacional Indigenista are 
specifically intended for indigenous people and include the defence of their 
individual-, social and property rights in the municipal, State and federal 
courts. 

"(a) ... the programmes are mainly concerned with agrarian matters, 
.. criminal cases involving indigenous people and administrative cases. 

"The general and specific legal assistance schemes for indigenous people 
are described in the document, 'Bases for action 1 9 7 7 - 1 9 8 2 ' , which currently 
governs the work of the Institute. Some of them have been mentioned in 
•other replies. 

"(b) ... many services are provided for indigenous people and 
communities for purposes related to the programmes mentioned earlier. Some 
of them are as follows : 

" 1 . Provision of advice, orally and by correspondence; 

• " 2 . Drafting of written administrative requests for submission to 
municipal. State and federal authorities; 

" 3 . Assistance in personal matters by Institute lawyers; 

• " 4 . Formulation of petitions to judicial authorities; 

" 5 . Participation and representation in judicial proceedings, chiefly 
criminal, labour and civil ; 

" 6 . Assistance to the representatives of communities in agrarian . 
matters in the conduct of their business; 

"7- Provision of opinions in proceedings concerning recognition and 
establishment of title to community property. 

"(c) ... the services are provided by lawyers vrorking for the 
Institute Nacional Indigenista and 'indigenous attorneys', who are law 
graduates or legal practioners working under the General Directorate of 
Educational Services for Disadvantaged Regions and Marginal Groups of the 
Ministry of Public Education. 

"As a general rule if the defendant in a criminal case has no defence 
lav/yer he is given a list from which to choose a lawyer or lawyers and,, if 
he names no-one, the judge designates a court-appointed lawyer. 
(Constitution, ..article 20 (IX)). 

"The lav/yers are paid by the State governments in ordinary criminal 
cases and by the federation in the case of federal crimes. 

"(d) As far as the Institute is concerned, no requirement must be 
satisfied. It is sufficient that legal assistance should be requested, that 
it should be needed and that it should be possible to provide it. 
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"(e) ... the court-appointed counsel in criminal proceedings are 
designated by the judge in charge of the case. 

"... In the case of the Institute's lawyers and the 'indigenous attorneys' 
the decision to provide the service is made by the director of the indigenous 
co-ordinating centre to which they are attached. 

"(f) ... the services provided by court-appointed counsel in criminal 
proceedings and by the Institute's lawyers are free. 

"As regards the other matters raised, there are no special provisions for 
indigenous people and groups". 

226. The'Special Rapporteur requested information about the employment status of the 
Institute's'lawyers, viz. whether they were members of the Institute staff or served 
in some other capacity. He also asked whether they were paid for the services 
performed in each case or for being available to the Institute and whether they had 
other functions in addition to assisting indigenous people and.if so, what those 
functions were (e.g. provision of legal advice to the Institute itself, etc.). He 
also asked how much time was given to the-various functions. Finally he asked 
whether the court-kppoihted counsel in criminal cases were satisfactory, to 
•defendants and how m.ahy court-appointed lawyers had the knov-fledge .çf indigenous 
languages and institutions required for the satisfactory performance of their, duties. 

227.;'The Government stated (I98O): 

"The Institute's lawyers are members of the Institute staff. Their 
remuneration for services rendered depends on the salary provided for in their 
contracts. They work full-time. As part of their functions they furnish 
advice to the Institute. . . . 

"Court-^appointad counsel in most cases are not satisfactory to defendants, 
indigenous and noti-indigenous alike. Moat court-appointed lawyers have, no 
knowledge of indigenous languages. However, .,, efforts are being made tp 
promote a wider knowledge of those languages." 

228. In Guatemala, legal aid offices have been set up in places with a large 
indigenous population to deal specifically with indigenous people needing legal " 
assistance. Thé follovjing report from the Prensa libre of Guatemala, dated 
51 August 1976 provides an example: 

"People living in the department of Chimaltenango, particularly low-
income members of the indigenous population, will enjoy the benefits.of 
free legal assistance with the establishment of the legal aid service 
attached to the fatculty of law of the University of San Carlos. 

"Faculty authorities, representatives of the central legal aid office 
and members of the board of the Chimaltenango office met in the departmental 
hall on Saturday to co-ordinate final arrangements for opening the premises 
and starting operations. 

"the Chimaltenango office proposes to develop a programme of information 
about the rights of citizens, particularly as regards legal defence, since 
it has been found that many people, most of them indigenous, are tried 
without a lawyer for their defence." 
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229. In addition to the infomation quoted in paragraph 197» above, the 
Government of Canada has stated that: 

"Court v-jorkers are regarded as an important means of assisting native 
people, particularly on minor charges of drunkeness, assault or disorderly 
conduct. Native court workers have been engaged for this purpose in many 
parts of Canada in some cases through the (voluntary) John Howard Society but 
principally through governments and the government-funded Friendship Centres. 
Late in 1972 a Sub-Committee on Native People and the Law was established at 
the federal level, co-ordinating the efforts of the Departments of Justice, 
the Solicitor-General, the Secretary of State, Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development, and National Health and Welfare.. . Its main programme will be 
the provision of court workers to assist native people, whether registered 
Indians or other natives, who become involved v;ith. the law, and to institute 
services to provide information to native people on the law and their rights 
under the law. 

"In the northern areas and in prairie communities a disproportionate 
number of court appearances involve native people, usually on charges of 
assault, .disorderly conduct or prostitution. It, is claimed by Indian groups 
that the courts and police officers exercise discrimination in lav; enforcement. 
The court worker programme is seen as an important, means of overcoming these 
attitudes and of encoura,gin.g fair exercise of the law. 

"Native police have been recruited in soma of the provinces and in the 
Territories. Some attempts are also being made, notably in Saskatchewan, to 
assist the work of native offender organizations working in prisons and on 
release.. 

"The disproportionate number of Indian offenders and the belief on the 
• • part of Indians that the police and courts work in a manner prejudicial to 

them, can be alleviated only when social and economic,conditions improve 
materially for the native people. It is on this assumption that policy
makers and administrators- are proceeding with the implementation of expanded 
economic opportunity and self-government proposals in Canada. 

250. According to a source : 

"In order to encourage the development of court-worker services to 
assist Canada's native people in understanding their legal rights and 
obtaining legal assistance, the Department of Justice has established a 
native court-worker programme. The criteria for eligibility for funding 
under the programme are as follows : 

" 1 . the programme must serve status and non-status native people 
alike; 

"2. the programme must be administered by an independent service 
organization which has the support of both status and non-status 
native people; 

"3. any contribution by the Department of Justice must be limited to 
- providing court-worker services (i.e., it cannot be used to finance 

half-way houses, or alcohol or drug abuse programmes); 

" 4 . at least 50 per cent of the cost of the court-worker programme 
must be borne by the province involved; 
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" 5 . the province involved must be willing to monitor the operation of 
the programme in order to assure that the service provided maintains 
certain minimum standards of quality." 99/ 

2 3 1 . Another source explains: 

"The main function of the native court-worker is to bridge the 
communication barrier that exists between the native accused and those who 
administer the criminal justice system. His basic function.is tP provide 
legal information rather than legal advice. Agreements have been concluded 
with a number of provinces for the cost sharing of such programmes. 

"The federal government provides limited funding for experimental 
purposes to some 20 legal services organizations under its Community Legal 
Services and Telephone Legal Services programmes. The combined countrywide 
budget for these programmes is $450,000. Funds are generally.provided to 
organizations operating independently of established provincial programmes 
and the defined objectives are to encourage experimentation with new 
delivery techniques and research projects and activities.having as their end 
objectives methods of ensuring that comprehensive relevant and effective 
informati'on legal services, are made available to the economically 
disadvantaged. Specific service projects promoted under these programmes 
include, preventive, education and counselling projects, the training and 
Utilization of paraprofessionals, delivery of services to the instituionalized 
poor, the rural poor, native and ethnic groups, and law reform 
programmes." 100/ 

232. The Government of the United States of America states: 

"Légal aid programmes have been instituted on American .Indian 
reservations, in order that•individual indigenous people can have responsible 
help in pursuing their goals. Increasingly Indian people are taking legal 
training which should lead to better legal resources for indigenous people 
and their causes. At least two private groups have.been formed to look into 
legal matters for Indians as a whole. These are the Native American Rights 
Fund and the Institute for the Development of American Indian Law. Both' 
have received money from non-indigenous foundations to continue in their 
work. , An Indian tribe may hire its own attorney, but contracts between 
Indian tribes and lawyers involving the use of tribal, funds are subject to 

' the approval of the Secretary of the Interior." 

253. According to. a publication, in the United States of America: 

"Legal aid programmes are applied equally to the indigenous and non-
indigenous poor. The American legal system is structured so that the 
poor - the vast majority of Indians are poor - are virtually unrepresented. 
The programmes of legal services that the Government speaks so proudly of 
costs approximately $70 million or 32 cents for each American citizen per 
year. 

99/ Programmes Offered. Department of Justice 197^, p.9 

100/ Legal Aid in Canada - 1975 , PP -3-4 . 
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"The approval of tribal attorney contracts by the Secretary of the Interior 
raises some substantial ethical problems, in that the more zealous an attorney 
is against the BIA or the Secretary of the Interior the more he .may jeopardize 
future approval of the contract. In essence the one being litigated against 
has a degree of coritrol over the opposing counsel. , 

"Another aspect of legal services for Indians is the cultural gap 
which exists between white, middle-class liberal lawyers and Indians. The 
lawyers, while well-meaning, have little understanding of the values that are 
important to the Indian. This is especially true when the issue is individual 
rights versus tribal rights. The natural inelination of the lawyer is to 
side immediately with the individual since the lawyer has little appreciation 
or knowledge of tribal rights..." 101/ 

234* According to Government information: .;-

"... The United States Attorney and the Federal Courts are available., 
to ... [federally recognized Indians] for defending themselves against non-
Indians and for cases concerning certain major crimes - murder, manslaughter, 

• rape, incest, assault with intent to kill, assault with a dangeçpus weapon, 
arson, burglary, robbery, carnal knowledge, assault with intent to commit rape 
and assault resulting in serious bodily injury." 

235» In contrast, it has been stated that: 

"The United States also sug.gests that United States Attorneys are 
available to represent'Indian tribes and individuals for their protection. 
There is, of course, a famous statute, in the United States Code, 25 USC 115, 
which does, in fact state in mandatory language that the United States Attorney 
shall represent' Indians in court. ..This mandatory statute, however, has beçn 
interpreted to be discretionary. The United States Attorney rarely represents 
Indi<âfis in court in cases involving truso responsibility and there is even a 
tremendous backlog of such cases, upon which the United States Attorneys have 
failed to act. If they are not represented by the United States Attorney.,, 
then the United States should not claim before the world community that they 
are. President Nixon has said as much in his 1970 message and in his package 
of proposed Indian legislation which includes the Indian Trust Counsel 
Authority bill. He has recognized the serious conflict of interest between 
the Government's duties towards the Indians and its public responsibilities. 
It is puzzling that the United States now tells the world that this conflict 
does not exist." 102/ 

101/ American Indian Law Newsletter, vol. 7, No. 1 1 pp. 59-60. 

102/ Ibid, pp. 1 5 - 1 6 . 

"The number of Indians taking legal training has increased but the need 
is so great that Indians need an exponential increase to be really represented. 
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"This is completely true but it deserves careful study. An Indian 
tribe cannot emplojf a lawyer without the assent of the BIA (Bureau of Indian 
Affairs). The BIA can reject the counsel chosen by the tribe, refuse to,pay 
his fees and, since January I983, reject certain cases. This is to discourage 
legal proteAtion of•Indian rights. The BIA can see to it that activist 
lawyers are never -asked for or, if they are, that they are not paid. The BIA. 
also controls-vhat judgments are given and in which cases. In these 
circumstaneos, it ii v ly t.u_ th: trlbc'r enjoy independent 
and impartial legal representation. 

"In its comments at the United Nations, the United States did not mention 
the most pernicious aspect of its Indian policy: the legal principle of 
'absolute power'. According,to this doctrine,, Indian rights 'only exist as 
a concession on the part of Congress'. 

"This means that the ,Indian3 enjoy only those few rights that Congress 
has not yet seen fit to take away from them, 

"If the United States x̂ /ishes to secure international approval for its 
limited recognition of the social and political-rights of the Indians, it 
must be ready to accept that does not possess the power to suppress these 
limited rights." 103_/ 

257» The Australian Government has stated that: 

"Every state has established a legal aid service v/hich is available to 
all members of the comxunity,; including Aboriginals, in need of such 
assistance. In the Au.̂ traliari; Capital Territory, legal assistance is made 
available by statute to the oommurity at large, including ,A,boriginals, and 
a similar schert's is to be introduced in the N'orthern Territory. Legal 
services providea. under these, 2chem,es are either free of charge, or at a 
reduced fee, depending on the nature of the case. The payment of legal 
services genera.liy includeri all reasonable expenses that would be incurred 
in the defence of an acorr-eà person, the coots being met from Government 
funds. 

238. The Government of A\mtr'--li^. ĥ -, n̂ -.ated:.-, 

"Many Aboriginal:-:, because of their depressed socio-economic 
circumstances or their tra-'-'-tional:orie.ntation, are. ignorant of their basic 
rights and of the legal services av:ai,l.abl®.- Special legal aid societies 
for Aboriginal,;, have therefc.^e been established in most states by voluntary 
organizations with Government support." 

105./ Russell L. Barsh. "Le gouvernement-, américain defend sa politique 
indienne", Amérique ,Indienne, Bullet.in No. 36, pp. 7 - 1 0 . 

236. Commenting on an official statement by the United States Governraent regarding 
availability of legal aid services to indigenous populations in that country, a 
writer has stated: 

"Mo£.c Indian tribes have legal counsel of their own choice, subject to 
the approval of the Secretary of the Interior". 
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239. On 24 April 1974, ' in a letter addressed to the Committee on the Slimination.of 
Racial Discrimination, the Aboriginal Legal Service of VJestern Australia stated,: 

."Within the past year the Australian Government financod independent 
organizations to enable-, them to.- establish legal services for Aboriginal 
people. Until that time .Aboriginal people suffered a definite disadvantage . 
in that they were usually unable to obtain legal aid through established 
sou.rces because those sources did not extend to giving legal assistance in 
malgstrates' courts. Most Aborigines are charged -/ith petty offences in 
those courts. 

.'.'These services are looking into all aspects of legal assistance for 
Aborigines, and developing an expertise in this field. A question often 
occurring is one concerning racial discrimination against Aborigines. At 
the moment, discrimination on the ground of race is not an offence, but the 
Commonwealth Government has introduced legislation to provide for penalties 
for such discrimination, and is establising a Race Relations Fioard to resolve 
such questions by conciliation rather than litigation." 

240. Regarding a new scheme of legal assistance the Government gives in its . 
additional information an outline about the major steps that it has taken in this 
field. 

"On 25 duly 1973 the Attorney-General announced the establishment of the 
Australian Legal Aid Office incorporating the Legal Service Bureaux. 
Establishment of the Office is the major step the Government has taken to 
make sure that legal aid is readily and equally available to all persons in. 
need - particularly disadvantaged persons - throughout Australia ... 

"The programme for 1974/1975 is to complete the establishment of new 
offices in capital cities and a basic framework of 62 regional offices 
throughout Australia that are intended to bring the law to persons in need. 

. "Regional offices will be small 'shop-front' legal offices - usually 
staffed by two lawyers - that will rely to a large extent upon local 
private practitioners to whom a substantial volume of work will be 
referred. They will operate in conjunction with local community and 
welfare organizations. Offices will be opened in the suburbs of cities and 
in tpv/ns and regional centres throughout Australia. Special provision will 
be made to serve sparsely settled areas of Australia. Mobile legal offices 
will be used in some areas. 

"The role of the Australian Legal Aid Office will be to provide a 
community legal service of advice and assistance, including assistance in 
litigation, in co-operation with community organizations, referral services, 
existing legal aid schemes and the private legal profession. Its 
decentralized offices will.provide administrative support for community 
advice centres and legal or welfare advice groups generally. 

"The Office will provide a general problem solving service, of legal 
advice, including continuing advice, for all persons in need. It is 
intended to solve the majority of problems that affect the ordinary citizen. 
Eligibility will be determined on interview without a formal means test ... . 
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"The Australian Government grant of $2 million v;as made available to 
supplement existing legal aid schemes during 1973/1974. The grant was made 
available on-a pei-' capita basis as an interim measure with a viôw to effecting 
a quick improvement in the availability of legal aid. $1 .3 million has been 
provided in 1974/1975 to assist existing legal aid services." 

2 4 1 . In addition to the Legal Aid Office, there is also an Aboriginal Legal'Service 
Programme in Australia. 

"The Service is available to Aboriginals, 'Aboriginal' means a person 
who ... is a member or descendant of the Aboriginal race [and is in need of 
legal assistance]. It includes Torres Strait Islanders and, where it is in 
the interests of justice in the circumstances of a particular case, includes 
a person who lives in a domestic relationship with an Aboriginal. 

"Under the Programme, legal assistance is being provided in each state 
and the Northern Territory by Aboriginal Legal Services, funded by the 
Department of Aboriginal Affairs and in the Australian Capital Territory by 
the Attorney-General'•'s Department under delegations from the Minister for 
Aboriginal Affairs. 

"Funds are being provided by the Australian Government through the 
Department of Aboriginal Affairs and made available to each SerVice on the 
condition that the funds oe applied in accordance with the conditions laid 
down in the Programme. Each Service i 3 required to submit annual budget 
proposals for approval by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs. 

"The service operates through an Aboriginal Legal Service in each 
state and territory in Australia on Government grants given on these terms: 

''1. Each Service is responsible for the provision of the facility in 
its Bte.te • territory bul:. may make arrangements with Services in other 
places to avoid problems arising from geographical boundaries. 

"2. Each Service has flexibility in its development, to meet the needs 
of Aboriginals who stand in need of legal assistance. The facilities 
include, as funds permit, arrangements with legal practitioners in 
private practice for representing apnlicants in individual cases, with 
legal practitioners on a retr.iner basis where the usual arrangements 
for individual cases cannot readily be made, the direct employment of 
legal practitioners, field workars, social workers and administi-'ative 
staff. In the latter three cases preference will be given to 
Aboriginals or to those persons ivho show an affinity with Aboriginals. 
Research assistnnoo int-^ •'•>v-> ^-O'^ia"! '".ê "! problo'̂ '̂  of Aboriginals and 
the provision of publicity and relevant educational activities directed 
to Aboriginals and persons or groups î ho deal with Aboriginals is also 
envisaged. 

'"Each service may reimburse existing facilities for the provision 
of Legal Aid to Aboriginals at the rate of the cost to that facility 
of assisting the Aboriginal in a particular matter, plus an amount 
equal to the estimated cost of administration-by'the facility of that '.. 
matter net exceeding 5 per cent of the legal account. • 
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104/ Letter from the 'âboViginal Legal Service of Western Australia, op.cit. 
(See para. 239, above). 

"Legal assistance to Aboriginals is available for: 

"(a) representation in courts .and tribunals throughout Australia where 
the Aboriginal has grounds for such representation ; 

"(b) advice on matters in which the Aboriginal has or is likely to have 
a direct interest, whether personally or as a member of a group: 

"(c) assistance in non-contentious matters where this is likely to be of 
direct benefit to the Aboriginal. 

Restrictions -

"(a) Legal assistance, other than to ascertain if the Aboriginal has' 
reasonable prospects of success, will not be granted in respect of 
proceedings by way of appeal if in the view of the .Service no good 
purpose would be served by prosecuting or taking part in the appeal; 

,"(b.) Actions to be taken on behalf of an Aboriginal community or a 
substantial Aboriginal group will be considered on an individual basis 
by the Australian Government following an approach by a Service. 

"An Aboriginal who is reasonably able to make a contribution towards the 
expense of his legal assistance may be required to do so." 104/ 


